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Jim Rapson imitates Dr.
Nygren at the Rapson/
Terry Haines Concert.
Fall Chapels
Taylor Graduate, Kent Fishel Cbfa), of Dis
cipleship Inc. spoke on September 19.




Loren Laing, of the Anthony Family, performs the
"Orange Blossom Special "
Chapel provides the opportunity for
Taylor students, faculty, and adminis-
tration to come together as a whole
body for worship and for spiritual
growth. Three times a week Taylor had
an opportunity to experience a regen-
eration of mind and soul.
This fall's Chapel speakers included
Taylor faculty, alumni, parents, as well
as friends of the university. The speak-
ers came to us from different parts of
the country and also from as nearby as
Upland.
Pastor Hill started out the school year
with his Chapel topic of "Fickle Follow-
ers." Dr. James Earl Massey of Ander-
son School of Theology was our next
speaker, followed by our own President,
Dr. Milo Rediger, who spoke to us on
"The Rest of the 'R's' in Revival."
A few of the unique Chapels included:
The Anthony Family musicians, Jim and
Sally Conway's multi-media presenta-
tion on "Kids of Divorce", and the
Lamb's Players presentation of "Corrie
and Father Ten Boom."
Other Chapel speakers were: Mr. Kent
Fishel, Dr. Peter Kreeft, Don Odie, Dr.
William Bright, Mr. Harry Blamires, Mr.
Don A. Fields, and Mr. James Butcher.
As Robert Davenport listens, Bill
Bright of Campus Crusade for Christ
















Geoff Ames and Bob Engel perform at campus variety show.
Danish Gym Team
US Marine Band





Members of Taylor's student organi-
zations put much time and effort into
planning a wide range of social activities
for T.U. students. Pete Carlson started
the fall activities Freshman Week-end
with a very entertaining concert featur-
ing both his Christian and secular songs.
Next, the newly initiated freshmen com-
bined with the more experienced up-
perclassmen to "show their stuff" at
the all campus talent show. The first
Christian rock concert of the year was
City Limits. The Wright Brothers pro-
vided a change of pace with their blue-
grass country music. DeGarmo & Key,
one of the rising Christian rock bands,
was also well received by the student
body.
Adding an international flair to the
fall social activities, the Danish Gym
Team made its fourth appearance at
Taylor. The United States Marine Band
from Washington, D.C. gave a spectacu-
lar performance, which included several
of the famed John Phillip Sousa's
marches. Other concerts that provided
an enjoyable break from the academic
life included: Michael Iceberg, Taylor's
own T.U. Concert Band and Jazz En-
semble, and Noel "Paul' Stookey and his
band Bodyworks. A very special and in-
spiring concert was given by Edie Rader
and Friends.
One of the more unique activities of
first semester was the intellectually
stimulating "Great Debate" between
Dr. Corduan and Dr. Nygren. The topic
under debate and discussion was Eter-
nal Security. The debate was very well




El-hun Eckert and her
family attend the game
against Wilmington
Jim Wheeler records went
on sale outside the gate






Brad Davis moves the ball against Goshen.
Parents'
Weekend
After the first five weeks of school,
Parent's Weekend Is looked forward to
with great excitement and anticipation.
The freshmen, especially, enjoy the op-
portunity to see Mom and Dad, as well
as to show ofF the campus and to in-
troduce their new friends. The over-
whelming response of the parents was
evident as they roamed the campus in
masses.
Parent's Weekend began with
Friday's chapel service. The message
was delivered by Dr. Bill Bright, founder
and President of Campus Crusade for
Christ, International. Friday night the
Lamb's Players' Theatre presented
"Pardon Me Christian, But Your Old
Nature is Showing". The parents and
students were up early Saturday morn-
ing, for a Family Prayer Breakfast. The
Taylor Music Department provided Sat-
urday evening's entertainment. The
weekend was drawn to a dramatic close
at the Sunday morning worship service.
Harold E. Hughes, former U.S. Senator
and Governor from Iowa, was the fea-
tured speaker. The participation of the
parents was deeply appreciated in mak-
ing this year's Parent's Weekend a suc-
cess.
2nd West's River Raft
Saturday morning Family Prayer Breakfast.
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Senior Class Representatives Dwight
Jacobsen and Nancy Laky.
For most people, Homecoming 1980
was the weekend of October 24-26. For
the planning committee, Homecoming
1980 started in April. The initial group
of planners had an enormous task be-
fore them, the first step being that of
appointing fifteen committee chairmen.
Publicity, the country picnic, Dionne
Warwick Concert, Coffeehouse, Chapel,
etc., are only a few of the committees
that were formed to make Homecoming
"80" a reality. Throughout the summer
months the co-chairmen sent out let-
ters to keep this newly formed group
excited and motivated. September was
the kick-off month to dig in and get to
work. What type of music should we
have at the coffee house? Tommy Taylor
needs a miniature tux! Where can I get
a popcorn machine? Let's get these
tickets sold! I need 25 pumpkins for the
picnic!?! The tension, fury, and insanity
mounted until it happened. To our sur-
prise, the weekend came and went very
smoothly. Friday's Homecoming chapel
officially started the weekend. It in-
cluded the traditional Taylor fight song
and nostalgic choir. Friday evening was
the much talked about concert; Dionne
Warwick. Saturday featured an alumni
brunch, a country picnic with all the tri-
mmings, a T.U. football game, and Ex-
travaganza '80 in the evening. Sunday's
chapel brought a fitting conclusion to
the weekend, as Dr. Ted Engstrom
presented the message.
Truly, Homecoming 1980 was a
memorable weekend, and those who
played a part in it are proud . . . and ex-
hausted.
Ellen Eckert
Tommy Taylor performs at "Ex
travaganza '80".
Ken Delp and Janice Hallford cheerfully
brave the weather at the football game.
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Dionne Warwick performed Friday right in the gym
iliilJil
Debbie Robinson, Joe Jeter, and
Be*h Grimes present "All 1 Can
Say'' at "Extravaganza '80".
Steve Long attempts to entertain














That one dan-, scary night of th e year
when all the goblins and ghosts ccme
out of hiding finally arrived on the cam-
pus of T.U. Hallo A/een was indeed an
eventful night full of mysterious hap-
penings^ To build ip the anticipation of
this haunting night, Morris Hall held
their famous MasoLierade Party.
Witches, monsters, ghosts, you nane it,
they were there. Next, Dennis James, a
widely acclaimed artist on the theatre
organ scene today, carre to thriM and
chill the audience. The black-robed fig-
ure jumped out of a coffin to open his
performance. What followed was i
thrilling combination of a silent horror
film with eerie organ accompaniment.
With this being his second year at Tay-
lor, the silent movie was, "The Cat and
the Canary," a 1927 comedy-horror.
The evening of nightmare arrived with
SUB'S gruesome double feature. The
mysteriously dressed students greeted
the horror films, "Tales from the Crypt"
and "Wait Until Dark." This proved to
be a suspenseful evening to climax the
frightening and fun Halloween events.




Greg Ryan and Fred Smith
Loretta Lantz and Brian McEachern.
Lisa La Bold
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Randy Wyatt, Dave Shipley, Robin Chernenko, Julia Shepherd, Kathie McCloud, and Mike Burchfield re-enact how Corporal Winton ended
up on Penelope.
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Miss Skillon (Julia Shepherd) and the Reverend Toop (Mike
Burchfield) practice in an unfinished setting.
Any member of the Taylor community
that took the opportunity to attend the
University's production of "See How
They Run" knows that it was well worth
his time. With its crazy, spontaneous
chase scene and the hilarious series of
events, the play was very well done.
Proving once more the high quality of
an education at Taylor, 1980 graduate
Jim Rapson directed the fast-paced
comedy with much flair. Keeping all the
characters on the small stage of the
Little Theater and using them In a pur-
poseful and pleasing way had to be
quite a task, but it was successfully
done-
Jim's hard work would have gone un-
noticed, had it not been for the splendid
cast he had to work with Mike Bur-
chfield as the pompous Reverend Toop;
Robin Cherneko as the mischievous
Penelope (wife of Reverend Toop);
Kathie McCloud as the confused Cock-
ney maid; Dave Shipley as the hand-
some young serviceman; Julia Shepherd
as the snooty, drunken spinster; Randy
Wyatt as the composed bishop; Mark
Stevens as the bewildered visiting
clergyman; Dave Albright as an escaped,
violent Russian; and Dave Thompson as
the rough Sergeant Towers. Each char-
acter was improved upon by the specific
qualities of the Taylor student that por-
trayed them, and the play was marked




Miss Skillon, and the
maid (Kathie McCloud).
Director Jim Rapson helps Robm Chernenko in rehearsal.
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Fall Candids
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Dr Edward Earl Hartman; Tampa, Fl
September 21-26, 1980... Dr. Edward Earl Hartman
Theme: "SoanlH^ ^K '?Ae Pana^U^"
Sunday, 7:00pm ... ."Anarchy, Apostasy and Apathy"
Matthew 24—The Last Days
Monday, 10:00am.. ."Preying On or Praying To God"
Luke 18:9-14—Two Men In The Temple
To Pray
Monday, 7:00pm ... ."A Dead Man's Living Message"
Luke 16: 19-31-The Rich Man And Lazarus
Tuesday, 7:00pm .. ."What More Can The Father Do?"
Luke 15: 11-32—The Prodigal And His
Brother
Wednesday, 10:00am. ."The Responsibility To Listen"
Matthew 13:1-9, 8-23—The Sower And
The Seed
Wednesday, 7:00pm .. ."Loves Ttiat Give To Our Need"
Luke 10:25-37—The Good Samaritan
Thursday, 7:00pm .. ."This Isn't DisneyWorld"
Mark 4:26-29—The Growing Seed
Friday, 10:00am. ."God's Engraved Invitation"
Luke 14: 15-24—The Great Supper
Dr. Hartman will be available for informal gatherings
as well as classroom lecturing. Scheduling should be made |
through Student Min str ies Office, extension 205 or 436.
Fall Spiritual Emphasis Week
Bob Engel, Dr. Hartman, and Mark Slaughter await the start of a service.
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Spring Spiritual Emphasis
Reverand Roger J- Newton
Taylor's Spring Spiritual Emphasis
Week was truly an enlightening experi-
ence as well as a growing time Rev.
Roger J. Newton was the dynamic
speaker from Birkenhead, England who
shared with us the Truth in each meet-
ing, February 8th through the 13th, Our
speaker believes that the duty of the
Christian ministry today is to strive hon-
estly to know what God says in the
Scriptures and to endeavor consistently
to present these truths to all people.
The theme of Spiritual Emphasis
Week, "The Manifesto and the Kingdom
of God," gave an excellent basis from
which to expand. Rev. Newton first dis-
cussed the "Law" of the Kingdom such
as, what God is like, what sin is like,
what Man is like, and finally what a
Christian, is like. Next, the emphasis
was placed on the "Life" of the king-
dom of God. He spoke of the invest-
ment, service, bounty, and entrance to
life. Rev. Newton closed the series of
messages by dwelling on our "Lord,"
He asks if we were building our house
on the rock or sand'
Many from all over campus were
challenged and helped through the
Speaker. As one person said, "He put a
search-light on our souls, and told us
the absolute truth leaving the final deci-
sion up to us." His clear message chal-
lenged us to give our weaknesses over
to the Lord, and let Him use us through
His strength. Rev, Newton is committed
to a ministry centered on Biblical expo-
sition as a means of sharing the Gospel,
as it is based for authoritatively
presenting Jesus Christ in the power of
the Spirit. The Spirit of the Lord could
be felt throughout the week as Rev,
Newton presented the messages with
power. This Spring Spiritual Emphasis
week proved to be a refreshing time to
all who attended and endeavored to ap-
ply the message presented.
Reverand Newton greets Junior Marilyn Collins after a service.
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Randy Stonehil
Taylor's winter activity schedule in-
cluded three major concerts. The first
concert of the season was Randy Sto-
nehill, a familiar performer to TU stu-
dents. His rock music provided a real
message to many.
Next, Taylor's own talent took the
stage. Barry and Bryan Krick and band
combined contemporary and mellow
music to entertain the audience. Many
of the songs they performed were of
their own original creation.
Great anticipation and excitement
mounted as the final winter concert
neared. Debby Boone, nationally known
for both her secular and Christian mu-
sic, gave an outstanding performance
before a sell-out crowd. From her first
appearance on the stage Debby Boone
captured the attention, respect, and
friendship of the audience.
When her shoe strap broke leaving
her barefooted for the first half of the
show, Debby informed the audience
that now she was appropriately dressed
for her next number— a country song.
The first half of her performance was
secular music including a medley of
Linda Ronstadt hits. After the first half
of the show, John and Vickyo Witty, a
Christian comedy team, entertained the
audience with several fast-paced situ-
ation comedies.
The second half of the concert was
very inspirational. Debby sang songs of
worship and praise to the Lord. The
most moving part of the night was
Debby's personal testimony. Her strong
faith was apparent as she sang her
well-known hit "You Light Up My Life."
The evening concluded with a standing
ovation for Debby followed by an en-
core.
The highlight of braving the cold to
participate in winter chapels was Black
Awareness Week. The Reverend J.C.
Williams of Muncie, Indiana was the
first to speak on this topic. The series
was brought to a close by the Reverend
Starlon Washington from Grand Rapids,
Michigan, who instructed the student








Reverend Washington and Ed Campbell react to Herb Griffin's humorous introduction of the speaker.
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Christmas
A truly special time of year, the
Christmas season fills every heart with
joy and happiness. The air is filled with
excitement as family and friends antici-
pate Christmas gatherings and celebra-
tions. At Taylor, the sentiment of the
Christmas season captures the attention
of all. Caroling, parties, Christmas trees,
lights, and presents can be seen and
felt throughout the campus.
The spirit of this holiday season be-
gan at Taylor with the Repertoire Theatre
production of Dickin's A CHRISTMAS
CAROL. Much talent and work went
into this successful production. Next,
the annual candlelightmg service
warmed the hearts of many. The unity
of Christ was felt as everyone joined to-
gether in spirit. For this is the true
meaning of Christmas, thanksgiving to
the Lord for sending His Son to earth.
The traditional climax of Taylor's Christ-
mas season is always evident in the
Chapel program. The holiday music
from the Chorale and orchestra set the
stage for the dramatic Sleigh Ride end-
ing. The Christmas events along with
the completion of finals create an an-
ticipation for a wonderful Holiday Sea-
son for all.
Jami Kinzer sings with the Senior car-
oilers at the Nursing Home
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Above: Entertainment at the Christmas Banquet
Left Pastor Hill presides at the Christmas Candlelight Service.
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During the month of January, several
groups, comprised of students and fac-
ulty, left the security of Taylor to ex-
plore other parts of the country and
other parts of the world. Taking with
them their enthusiasm and desire to
witness and experience a different cul-
ture, the groups returned with more
knowledge, understanding and pictures
than they probably imagined possible.
One group, of 26 students and pro-
fessors, spent 20 days in England trav-
elling to Salisbury, Winchester, Canter-
bury, Oxford, and Stratford-Upon-Avon.
In London they saw Big Ben, West-
minister Abbey, St. Paul's Cathedral,
Picadilly Circus, and Harrod's Depart-
ment store. Weekend excursions took a
few to Scotland, Wales, France, and
Germany. The pastry shop, Bobbies,
Double Decker buses, huge black cabs,
and small, fast cars were just a few of
the everyday sights in London.
What do you call . . . twelve Taylor
students, one prof, a hostel called
"Casa delos amigos," wandering around
the Museum of Anthropology, climbing
the pyramids, buying silver in Taxco,
watching cliff divers, and sunning on the
beaches of Acapuico' You call it the
Taylor Interterm trip to Mexico, that's
what! You call it intermediate and cap-
stone Spanish students studying and
sightseeing in Mexico City, living with
Mexican families frantically memorizing
"hablo, hablas, habia . . .," meeting a
lot of loving and encouraging people,
and above all, having an enjoyable
learning experience.
During Inter-term, Dr. Leon Adkison
of the System's Dept. took a group of
system's majors on a tour of busi-
nesses, management, and computer
systems in Boston, New York City, and
Washington D.C. This year the group
was able to attend the Presidential In-
auguration, visit with Congressman
Hillis, see all the sights on Wall Street,
tour Digital Equipment Corp., plus a lot
more.
Professor Alan Winquist and eleven
students went to Europe to study the
Professor Phil Jones and the Mexico tourists.
England tourists wait for their luggage to be picked up.
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Protestant Reformation for twenty-four
days in the Netherlands, West Germany,
East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Switzer-
land, and France. They spent eight days
behind the "Iron Curtain" where they
visited numerous places connected with
iVlartin Luther's life, had meetings with
FDG officials (Communist Youth Organi-
zation), got used to people staring at
their Ford van and Fiesta, and learned
how to keep warm under almost any
condition. They studied Ulrich Zwingli
and the Anabaptists in Zurich and John
Clavin in Geneva. They also had a free
day to ski the Swiss Alps in Interlaken,
and spent two days sightseeing in Paris.
They had some bags "confiscated" at
the Czech border, ate on the Champs
Elysses, saw the Buchenwald concen-
tration camp, were only twenty kilome-
ters from where the hostages would be
flown into West Germany, and saw Am-
sterdam at night.














3ecl<y Hill, Kevin Taylor, Doug Allgood, Karen Wittig, and Steve Beers.
Lighthouse is a team of Taylor stu-
dents who spend the month of January
in the Caribbean island of Nassau, Ba-
hamas in a cross-cultural experience of
ministry 'service. In this tenth con-
secutive year, eighteen students and
two administrators volunteered for
Lighthouse ministry to the Bahamas.
We followed Lighthouse alumni of the
past year to "luxurious" Joy Bible
Camp— located on the island of Nas-
sau—where we established ourselves for
a three and one-half week mission
project. The camps soon became our
home as we made friends with Lori the
"frog" and Julia the "rat". To keep
things going we had Steve's "Happy
Van", may it rest in peace, frosty cold
showers, and outdoor eating at its fin-
est.
Each one of us anticipated many
great things from God as we planned
our programs with singing, puppets,
sermons, and clowns. We shared these
programs various ways— in churches,
schools, street ministries, a hospital, a
maximum-security prison, and even a
luxury cruise ship called the "Emerald
Seas."
We traveled to the Bahamas on a
missions project to complete teaching,
social work, and religious practicums.
Little did we realize the impact it would
have on our lives: to grow with God and
learn to depend more on Him, to learn
about ourselves, to learn about another
culture, to learn how to work closely
with others, and to share with others
what Christ means to us. Lighthouse
truly was an experience to remember.
Doug Allgood
Becky Hill, and Dave Smith participate in "Laundry Day."
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Dave Smith and Bonnie Veenstra are clowns for a day at Kingsway Academy.
Lighthouse '81
Pastor Hill converses with a col-









Scott Dodd receives his athletic award.
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M''
Dr Leon Adkinson honored as teacher of the year
Spring Chapels presented a wide
range of topics. Dr. Milo Rediger, one of
the first speakers, delivered his address
entitled, "You're Servants for Jesus'
Sake"- Teen Haven, Christian Youth
Centers, was the topic of Reverend Bill
Drury, founder director of Christian
Youth Services, Inc. Joel and Jo-Anne
Taylor both shared the Lords calling in
their life to serve as short term mis-
sionaries in Taiwan.
An extremely entertaining Chapel was
presented by the Asbury Seminarians, a
35 voice male chorus of students from
Asbury Theological Seminary. Another
stimulating Chapel service was given by
Miss Catherine Meeks, who is co-or-
dinator of Women's Prison Project and
Afro-American Studies Program at
Mercer University.
The annual All-Campus Communion
Service on Good Friday was one of the
years highlights. A unique Chapel with
the theme, ''Process and Permanence",
was presented by Communication and
Theatre Arts majors. The final chapel
speaker was Taylor's President-elect,
Dr. Greg Lehman, who spoke on Chris-
tian leadership and his plans for car-


















This year's Spring Concerts included
two major concerts and three mini-con-
certs. The first major concert of the
season was the Imperials. The Imperials
returned to Taylor to perform before a
sellout crowd. Their contemporary
Christian music excited the crowd
throughout the performance. The au-
dience showed their appreciation by giv-
ing the Imperials a standing ovation at
the end of the concert.
The final major concert was also well
received. The Sweet Comfort Band en-
tertained with its hard rock music. The
crowd was at times unruly and very
emotional. Sweet Comfort Band pro-
vided a change of pace.
The three mini-concerts provided an
opportunity for Taylor students to dis-
play their talents. The four concerts
were: Steve Beeson, Gary Alms and
Morning Star.
The quality of this year's concerts was
due to the combined effort and careful
planning of Dave Albright and Lowell
Haines. These concerts have been en-
joyed not only by Taylor students and
faculty but also by Taylor alumni,
friends and family, and the surrounding
communities.
47






"Here in the circle of our little village
,
.," so Tevye, the witty and wise milk-
man m FIDDLER ON THE ROOF, in-
troduces Anatevka. In this small Russian
town, every resident is part of a larger
family because of common heritage, be-
liefs, and needs.
In February, this village came to life
for the audiences, and for the actors
under the direction of OIlie Hubbard
and Mike Burchfield, with Steven Town
and Al Harrison directing the musical
portions of the play. Besides offering
three nights of laughter and tears to
the Taylor Community, "Fiddler" was
an experience in fellowship which won't
be easily forgotten by anyone involved.
Tevye (Dale Dobias) introduces the "Fiddler on the Roof.'
The Russians and Villagers celebrate.
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Annie teaches Helen to eat with a spoon
Captain Keller rescues Annie from her room that Helen locked her m.
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As family members look on, Mrs, Keller and Annie argue over how to discipline Helen.
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Annie and Helen meet for
the first time.
Miracle Worker
A miracle was reenacted on the stage
of the Taylor University theatre during
the spring performance of William Gib-
son's award winning play, THE MIR-
ACLE WORKER. The drama tells the
true story of the attempts and eventual
success of a persistant, strong-willed
teacher, Annie Sullivan, to impart the
deaf and blind Helen Keller with the gift
of language. The principal ''miracle" oc-
curs at the climax of the play, when An-
nie, played by Ellen Eckert, spells the
word "water" into Helen's hand while
holding it under a stream of gushing
water. Helen (Kathy Shepperd) experi-
ences a flash of insight as she finally
comprehends the connection between
the letters spelled into her hand and the
water flowing through her fingertips. Al-
though this is the major event from
which the play derives its title, several
other transformations occur in the lives
of the other characters. Captain Keller,
Helen's outspoken father, portrayed by
Dave Shipley, learns to recognize and
appreciate the opinions of others. Mrs.
Keller (Linda Britton) realizes that her
overprotective love for Helen is destruc-
tive. Kurt Bullock, as the insolent
James Keller, advances in his search for
identity. And Annie herself learns how
to love and how to deal with her past.
Under the direction of Jesse Rousselow,
THE MIRACLE WORKER has transpired
into an emotionally uplifting and stirring
dramatic success.
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What do you get when you mix one of
Dr. Mikkleson's Indian dances, Dr. Bur-
kholder's What kind of cactus is this?
Observations, one of Dr. Jenkinson's
"short lectures", fifty-five bicycles, a
possum bus, and dry camping in the
Arizona desert? If it sounds like a hor-
ror movie, you're close but not quite on
target! Actually, it's all part of a great
experience called "Arizona Highways".
As seen from the seat of a ten-speed
bicycle.
The 800 mile trip starting in BIythe,
Colorado and travelling through Las
Vegas, the Hoover Dam area, Kingman,
Phoenix, Tucson, Tombstone, and end-
ing up in Dagia, Arizona. What an ex-
cellent opportunity to you academically,
physically, and spiritually. A group of
our fifty students, three professors, ten
wheels staff personnel, and three adults
managed to complete the trip and in
the process learned more about them-
selves in the Southwest.
Wheels performs "Heaven Came Down" before Taylor Grads at Sun City.
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Members of the trip pose at Douglas, Arizona.
Siesta beside the Indian rums at Casa Grande. Coach Davenport and Janice Hallford,
Relaxing at a Methodist Church in Sun City, Arizona.
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In lieu of Dr. Milo Rediger's retire-
ment in July, 1981, the search for a
new president to succeed him began
back in November, 1980. After much
research and deliberation, invitations
were extended to Dr. David LeShana,
President of George Fox College in Ore-
gon, and Dr. Lon Randall, President of
Malone College in Ohio, to meet with
student leaders and the board of
trustees to discuss their possible inter-
est in being considered candidates for
Taylor's President.
LeShana and Randall were inter-
viewed by students and administration
in early December. The Board decided
on LeShana and offered the position to
him. Dr. LeShana turned it down,
saying he did not feel the Lord had re-
leased him from his commitment to
George Fox College.
In late January the search began
again. Dr. Gregg Lehman, Taylor's Ex-
ecutive Vice President was selected to
be a Presidential candidate and went
through a rigorous schedule of dis-
cussions and interviews, again, with the
Board and student leaders. This proce-
dure continued through early March
when Lehman was offered the position
and he accepted. A unanimous vote by
the Board on March 7 officially elected
Dr. Lehman, with his excellent quali-
fications and 7 years of experience in
teaching and administrative positions in
the Taylor program, to be the next
President of Taylor University.






Dr and Mrs David LeShana
Or and Mrs, Lon Randall
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On April 3, 1981, 1200 high school
students from all over the United States
poured onto the Taylor campus ex-
hausted from their trips and yet full of
excitement and energy as they faced
the weekend. The Taylor students
greeted them with open arms and eager
anticipation after a long year of hard
work and planning. From these first
moments on, God's presence and work-
ing was evident as it had been all year.
The theme, SET FREE, taken from
John 8:32 "And you shall know the
truth and the truth shall set you free",
permeated each facet of the weekend:
through the colorful drappings and let-
tering hung across the Chapel stage,
through the dynamic and "singable"
theme song written by John Moser and
Tim Johnson, through the words of
challenge and commitment so effec-
tively and meaningfully communicated
by the speaker Ron Hutchcraft and fi-
nally through the interaction and dis-
cussion carried on in the discussion
groups, in the dorm rooms and on the
sidewalks.
And through it all God moved in
subtle and yet powerfully miraculous
ways.
Youth Conference offered the kids a
variety of stimulating, challenging, and
fun activities including the Super Star
Competition which took place under
threatening skies. As God held back the
ram, all over the campus, kids could be
seen spinning wildly around bats,
screaming and yelling for their teams,
and scrambling for the finish line in the
multi-faceted obstacle course. The kids
were also able to experience an evening
with musician Steve Camp, as he raised
the roof with songs like "A Feelin's
Happening" and shared his testimony.
The movie "The Hiding Place" was an-
other highlight of the weekend.
Hundreds of students made com-
mitments to new life, revival and free-
dom in Christ. This was the purpose for
Youth Conference for which many hours
were spent in prayer which God an-
swered in ways that were never
dreamed of.
Youth Conference is not a finished
event, but a New Beginning in Him . . .









Left: Steve Camp. Below: Penny Smith and Mark Nelson.
Below: The many faces of Youth Conference '81 Speaker Ron Hutchcraft.
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Inter-Class Council, ICC, is an organi-
zation that coordinates class com-
petition. It gives the students an oppor-
tunity to be a participant rather than a
spectator. The Council consists of all the
class officers and the Director of Stu-
dent Programs (Lowell Haines)- In the
Fall, this group plans the Tug-of-War,
Couples Soccer, and various other activ-
ities that create interest among the stu-
dent body.
In the Spring, ICC took on a fund
raising project that supported 30 stu-
dents in the Dominican Republic and
Haiti. Money was raised by sponsoring a
24 hour bike-runathon in which 60 stu-
dents (30 girls and 30 guys) were able
to raise close to $1300 through pledges.
ICC also sponsored the major event of
the year: Taylathon. The events for this
weekend included the Tarzan and Jane
contest, couples softball, canoe race,
trike race and the 64 lap bike race. The
Seniors (class of '81) for the first time
were competitive in mter-class com-
petition, by dominating the Fall activi-
ties, namely the tug-of-war. However,
the Freshmen and Sophomores gave
them a run for it on Taylathon week-
end. The Freshmen won the bike race
which was a first in five years and they
even managed to win the majority of
the points for Taylathon which was a
first ever. However, it was not enough
to defeat the Seniors, who took the
class trophy for overall competition. The
final point standings were as follows:
Seniors 1175, Sophomores-965,
Freshmen -940, Juniors-850. As men-
tioned earlier, this was the overall com-
petition which made them second to
none in '81.
Left: Tnkeathon, Above; Freshmen Championship bike team.
Left Scott Dodd ndes for the Seniors
Above: Mark Levesque
and Betsy Burns repre-
sent the sophomores in
the Tarzan and Jane
competition
Left: John Rodgers
and Doree DeSmit at-
tempt to reach base
safely against the sen-





Rich Knowles receives congratulations.
Sun Shines on Graduates
For the first time in eight years, the
sun shone brightly on a Taylor University
graduation. While people were pleased
with this occurrence alone, they were also
treated to a thought provoking message in
the baccalaureate service by Senator
Mark Hatfield of Oregon. In his message,
he stressed the idea of building a new Jer-
usalem. With the world in the condition it
is today. Christians and the church must
start to use their influence-not so we can
be successful, but so we can be faithful.
The commencement service was the last
one presided over by Dr. Milo Rediger.
After a speech by class representative
Dwight Jacobson, the degrees were award-
ed. Dr. Rediger honored his wife, and he
passed the gavel to Taylor's next presi-
dent, Gregg Lehman.
The graduates filed outside for pictures
and goodbyes. But, hey, seniors, don't
dwell on the past. Keep looking forward.
Don't ever say good-bye forever. Just
wait, you'll see your friends again. God
Bless you all.
Senator IVlarl< Hatfield.
Tammy Rediger receives her diploma.
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The BA candidates applaud the BS candidates.
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Cleone Heebner and Karen Gerent
embrace after winning the I.A.I.A.W.
Division III State Volleyball Cham-
pionship.
"This year's Taylor football team was
a group of young men that were com-
mitted to giving their best physically,
mentally, and spiritually in the toughest
small college conference in the na-
tion."— Coach Sam Sample
A final season record of 2-7 is disap-
pointing. One of the major goals of any
athletic team is to win; when that does
not happen, it makes the whole season
hard to take. Yet there are positive
points to the story. The Hoosier-Buck-
eye Collegiate Conference was rated as
the strongest NAIA Division 11 confer-
ence in football this year. Playing
against teams of that caliber week after
week taught the Trojans many lessons.
They became better football players be-
cause of it, learning to give more of
themselves than they thought to be
possible. In many ways, that is more im-
portant than outscoring the opponent.
On October 18, however, Taylor trav-
elled to Manchester College and came
home with their first victory under their
belts, a 21-7 win. They beat Earlham a
week later, playing .500 ball in their last
four games.
Playing .500 ball is the goal for next
year, and if the Trojans can avoid seri-
ous injuries—they had 19 players out
with them this year-that goal could be
attainable.
Jim Long and Rob Johnson were the
captains of this year's team, and Long
was also the MVP. John Ozmun was
given HBCC All-Conference honors,
while Tim IMordberg, Jim Long, and Os-




Dave Sweeting on his first day in the "Cripple
Club," 19 members strong in 1980
Paul Alford clutches a pass from quarterback Ron
Korfmacher.
1st Row L-R: Gary Huffman, Paul Alford, Glenn Harsch, Dan Norris, Dick Shephard, Gary Tighe, Steve Majors, Greg Fetzer, Dave Eastman,
Pat Mulligan, Brad Hole, Dan Edwards, Jon Brewer. 2nd Row L-R: Coach Brian Baker, Brent Jacobus, Rod Morgan, Ron Korfmacher, Ron
Johnson, Dave Sweeting, Greg Mervine, Mark Metzger, Larry Marshall, Tim Nordberg, Mike Milkie, Mike Daugherty, Dan Thompson. 3rd Row
L'R: Mark Fields, Scott Norris, Kent Mosher, Chris Gerardot, Rob Johnson, Kevin Greves, Jim Long, Tracy Tipton, Jim Boyce, Brett Cowell,
Bruce Hosket, 4th Row L-R: Coach Dana Sorensen, Coach Jim Anderson, Coach Joe Romine, Coach Larry Courtney, Mark DeHaan, Clark
Hewitt, Greg Holloway, Jim Woodward, Rollin Ford, Darrell Ibach, Randy Brannen, Tony Snyder, John Davis, mgr. David Jackson. 5th Row
L-R: Dave Potter, Dean Hill, Tom Mortland, Randy Brunstetter, Mark Terrell, Jim Stamper, Mike Wolford, Mike Hmielewski, Steve Ogle, Art
Distelrath, Phil Barker, Head Coach Sam Sample, mgr. Rick Gates, Coach Dick Gates, mgr. Tom Fox, mgr. Andy Bowman. 6th Row L-R:
John Ring, Troy Bryan, Troy Leander, John Shull, Matt Green, Mike Lee, Milan Lewis, John Ozmun, Kevin Rich, 7th Row L-R: Mark
Wilkerson, Adiey Harms, Steve Beers, Gary Bondarenko, Mike Darling, Dave Calderhead, Russ Duttweiller, Tracy Sibley, John Fabbro.
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All-Conference punter John Ozmun
kicks one over a defender.
Taylor 13 Rose-Hulman 35
Taylor Hanover 13
Taylor 8 Defiance 9
Taylor 7 Bluffton 14
Taylor 14 Wilmington 30
Taylor 21 Manchester 7
Taylor 7 Findley 35
Taylor 17 Earlham 7
Taylor 12 Anderson 55
Ron Korfmacher hands off to running
back Dan IMorris.
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''When these runners were all well at
the same time, as exhibited at the Con-
ference meet, no team at our level of
competition could come close to
them."— Coach George Glass
These words of Coach Glass describe
both the beauty and the problem of the
1980 Cross Country team. When they
were physically healthy, they were un-
stoppable. But within a 10-14 day pe-
riod, all the lead runners became ill,
and it was not until the Conference
meet that they were all healthy again.
What this resulted in was a lot of
frustration; this was probably the best
Cross Country team in Taylor history,
yet they did not have the best record by
any means. At the NAIA District meet, 4
out of 7 runners were out, and at the
Little State meet, 3 out of 7 runners
could not compete. By the Conference
meet, however, the team was back at
full strength, and all the frustration and
sickness was forgotten as the Trojans
came out on top.
Walter Bliss had a great sophomore
year, winning individual honors in the
NAIA meet, the Indiana Little State,
and the Conference meet; that is the
first time anyone from any college has
ever accomplished such a feat. Bliss was
also voted the team's Most Valuable
Runner. Senior Captain Frank Gro-
tenhuis won the coveted Golden Guts
Award for the second consecutive year.
Cross Country: Championship







Clockwise from top: Dave Albright and
Frank Grothenhuis lead a long line of Tro-
jans; Jeff Perrine on the home stretch;
Grotenhuis earns his Golden Guts award. '^-^
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Walter Bliss and Phil Treckman turn the corner
mm-,





1st Row L-R: Dot Ludlow, Jill Howard, 2nd Row L-R: Dori DeSmit, Deanna Golland, Cyndy Johnson,
Dawn Starks, Vickie Pierce, Barb Martin. 3rd Row L-R: Kim Rockey (trainer). Sue LeMaster (manager),










































"The women of this year's field
hockey team demonstrated an excellent
spirit of team and also the attitude of
giving and doing their very best."—
Coach Diana Jones.
Field hockey is not a popular sport.
Not many schools have a program in
field hockey, so in order to make a full
schedule, Taylor is forced to play many
of their games against Division 1 and Di-
vision II schools like Ball State, Indiana
University, and Notre Dame, even
though the Trojans are a Division III .
team. Competition is tough, but Taylor
was able to beat all the Division III
schools they played, and they lost their
three games to Division II schools all in
overtime. Although the Division III
schools generally overpowered the Tro-
jans, Coach Jones felt that the team
learned their most valuable lesson from
their defeats. That is, they learned to
accept whatever circumstances came
about, knowing that all things happen
for a purpose.
The hardest part of the season to ac-
cept had to be the four overtime de-
feats. Overtime is rare in field hockey in
itself, but losing all four was heart-
breaking since changing those losses to
wins would have transformed a 4-11
season into a winning 8-7 year. So
close, yet so far away. To turn things
around next year, the Trojans will need
to show more strength on offense, and
with only two seniors leaving the team,
they just may be able to do that.
The captains of this year's team were
Jill Howard and Dot Ludlow. Most Im-
proved Player honors went to Barb
Martin while the Most Valuable Players
were Karen Vitko on offense and Dot
Ludlow on defense. Vitko was also the
team's leading scorer.
Barb' Martin, Most Improv-
ed Player for the Trojanes,
giving all 100%.




Pierce, Dot Ludlow, Cyndy
Johnson, Barb Martin, and
goalie Shari Templeton try
to stop a goal.
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Men's Tennis: Undefeated
= 3 singles player Phil
Norton serves one up
Below: Buster Behr and Jeff
Miller awaiting a serve in a dou-
bles match.
"These guys improved a lot during
the season, especially in the area of
working together. They played their
best in the big meets which is what they
worked for"— coach Paul Patterson.
The 1980-81 Taylor Men's Tennis
team once again dominated the HBCC.
Led by junior Jim Huber, the team
took first place at the Districts and Con-
ference meets. In conference matches,
the Trojan netters finished undefeated
with an 8-0 record. Huber finished the
season with a 17-0 record in singles and
a 15-1 record in double matches with
John Rexroth. Huber was Conference
and District singles champion, and he
and Rexroth were HBCC doubles cham-
pions. Other first place finishers in sin-
gles at the Conference championships
were John Rexroth at —2, Mark Le-
vesque at =4, and Heiko Burklin at
= 5. In doubles, Phil Norton and Le-
vesque took first place at =3, and Jeff
Miller and Burklin took 2nd place at
~2 doubles. Coach Patterson was
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Top Left Phil Norton extends himself
on a return.
Above Top Row: Coach Patterson, Heiko Burklin,
John Rexroth, Jeff Miller. Bottom Row Mark Le-
vesque, Phil Norton, Jim Huber,
















Right Nancy Wallace serves as Lyn Shepley gets
ready to nelp in a doubles match Below Shepley
returns with a forehand smash
"We're looking forward to next year
because we know now what to expect
and the team will have more experience
and depth" — Coach Sue Herbster.
The 1980-81 year was definitely a
building one for the Taylor women's
tennis team. They began the year with
little experience; there was only one re-
turning letterman on the team. Al-
though the Trojane's record was only 0-
8-1, four of their losses were only by
one match. The entire team will return
next season with the exception of Nancy
Wallace, the =2 player.
Lynn Shepley was the = 1 singles and
doubles player, and Ruth Heidtman led
the team with a singles record of 9-2 at
the =4 position.
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Tennis is often a game of concentra-
tion.
Taylor Notre Dame 9
Tavlor 4 Anderson 5
Taylor 4 Franklin 5
Taylor 4 lUSE 5
Taylor 1 Valparaiso 8
Taylor 1 ISU 8
Taylor Ball State 9
Taylor 4 Manchester 4
Taylor 4 Huntington 5
Sometimes things do not go quite right
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"I would describe this year's team as
one body of Christian ladies working to-
gether to glorify the Lord with their
volleyball skills,"— Coach Mary Edna
Glover
On September 30, the Taylor
volleyball team's record stood at 2-5.
Yet on November 15, this same team
could claim a 25-14 record, and the
state championship. This is called peak-
ing at the right time, and it is inter-
esting to see what it was that enabled
this team to do it. First of all, the Tro-
jans had the necessary raw skill to play
good volleyball. But that alone does not
win matches. Attitude and team spirit
are important, and this team was strong
in this area; they played with a great
deal of maturity, never being selfish,
and never letting themselves get down
in tight spots. There were slumps and
there were injuries, but when it came
time for the important matches, they
were able to work together toward the
victory.
Cleone Heebner was captain of the
squad with Kathy Donovan as co-cap-
tain. Heebner and Jean Culbertson
shared the MVP award, while Melodie
Cripe and Ronda Gentis were both hon-
ored as the Most Improved Players.
Volleyball: Championship
Above: Kathy Donovan sets up
with Ronda Gentis backing her.




Taylor 2 Butler 1
Taylor St. Joseph 2
Taylor 2 ISU "B"
Taylor U. of Evansville 2
Taylor Indiana Tech 2
Taylor Butler 2
Taylor Indiana Central 2
Taylor 2 Manchester
Taylor St. Joseph 2
Taylor 2 Marion 1
Taylor St. Joseph 2
Taylor 2 Purdue Cal. 1
Taylor 2 Anderson 1
Taylor 2 Goshen 1
Taylor 1 I.S.U.E. 2
Taylor 1 Grace 2
Taylor 2 DePauw
Taylor 2 Oakland City 1
Taylor 3 Vincennes 1
Taylor 1 Franklin 2
Taylor 3 Alumni
Taylor 2 Huntington
Taylor 2 I.U.P.U.F.W. 1
Taylor Marion 2
Taylor 2 Notre Dame 1




Taylor 2 Bethel 1
Taylor 3 Earlham 1
Taylor 2 I.U.P.U.F.W.
Taylor 2 DePauw •0





Taylor 2 I.U.P.U.F.W. 1
Taylor 2 Goshen 1
Taylor 2 Anderson 1
M.A.I.A.W. Tournament
Taylor 2 Rio Grande
Taylor Ohio N.U. 2
Taylor Stevens Point 2
F nal Record 26-16
Left: Cindy Sterling
returns a shot.
Below: Cleone Heebner and
Nancy Gerent anticipate a spike.
Ist Row L-R: mgr. Lori Shep-
ard, Becky Kittelson, Jean
Culbertson, Charlotte Kumpf,
Colleen Wild, Nancy Gerent,
Melodie Cripe. 2nd Row L-R:
Coach Dan Boyd, Karen Gerent,
Ronda Gentis, Pam Drake,
Kathy Donovan, mgr. Lana
Yost, Cleone Heebner, Head
Coach Mary Edna Glover, Cindy




Men's Intramurals—the chance for all
those high school jocks to pretend they
are college stars; the opportunity for all
those who were not high school jocks to
show that they could have been. These
guys play for real-just ask anyone who
has been in a football game whether or
not the players are trying their hardest.
They do.
After the dust settled, the Wandering
Wheels team had captured the football
championship by beating the scrappy
1st West squad in the title game.
Swallow Robin showed their speed by
running their way to the overall cross
country championship: Dan Ryan of 4th
Morris took the individual honors in
cross country.
Sammy Morris dominated the soccer
fields as 2nd Mo kicked their way to the
championship over second place 3rd
Mo.
Above: Football, a game of action.
Above Zane Huffman finds himself m a tight situation.
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Upper Left: Swallow Robin cross country champs.
Upper Right Swallow cheers their wrestlers on to victory
|i ^tM
Above: Kelly Koons Is airborne while trying to pick off a pass.
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Right: 4th South and 1st West Olson battle for










1st West Olson and their
feared power sweep
Women's Intramurals the time for
the ladies to destroy the myth that the
only place for women is on the sidelines
as cheerleaders. The girls may not al-
ways have the correct technique or the
right form for the sport they are par-
ticipating in, but they give their all -that
IS what counts.
Third West Olson ran, kicked, and
tugged their way to a first place finish in
football with 4th South coming in at
second place.
After a good season, 2nd South came
out on top in the volleyball standings. In
racquetball competition, Carol Askeland
took top honors, with Amy Farren
grabbing 2nd place.
Football champions 3rd West Olson discuss strategy.
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Right Greg Fetzer breaks his man down as
he did all season long Below Right: John
Rodgers struggles for an excape
Dual Meets
Taylor 44 Rose-Hulman 11
Taylor 30 Hanover 21
Taylor 18 Indiana Central 25
Taylor 21 Ohio Northern 20
Taylor 20 Wright State 28
Taylor 24 Central State, OH 22
Taylor 13 Indiana U. 33
Taylor 3 Indiana Central 38
Taylor 30 Calvin College 15
Taylor 27 Valpraiso 25
Taylor 40 Frankhn 17
Taylor 37 Anderson 11
"We were an unpolished and undevel-
oped group of guys who, through a lot
of hard work and dedication, developed
into a fine wrestling team," — Coach
Dana Sorenson
After the dismal 1979-80 season,
prospects for a good Taylor wrestling
team in 1980-81 did not look bright.
Then when it became clear that there
would only be around 14 team mem-
bers, things looked even worse. Yet de-
spite all this, the team began the season
by winning the Little State Tournament;
this was important because it got the
Trojans off to a good start and encour-
aged the wrestlers to work hard.
It paid off, as Taylor won four out of
their first six dual matches, including a
big win over Central State of Ohio, They
also performed well at the Midwest
Classic placing 9th out of 20 teams.
They went through a short slump after
this, a time when injuries and sickness
caught up with them. They recovered in
February, however, in time to win the
District 21 championship and the HBCC
championship, with five individual cham-
pions.
The future looks good for Taylor
wrestling as the whole team, with the
exception of Scott Dodd, will be return-
ing next year. The Most Valuable Wres-
tler for the 1980-81 year was Scott
Dodd at 190 lbs. who also placed 7th at
the National Tournament and was
named Ail-American. Greg Fetzer was
selected as the Honorary Captain of the
squad, Mark Rabine won the Most Im-
proved Wrestler Award, and Brent




Dave Hooks ready for a reversal-
Scott Dodd preparing for a pin.
1st Row L-R: Greg Fetzer, John Dalton, Brent Thomas, John Rodgers, Toree Labuff, Rick Francis. 2nd Row L-R: David Jackson, mgr., Scott
Dodd, Dave Hooks, Todd Kelly, Ted Morris, Tom Dages, Mark Rabine, Coach Dana Sorenson.
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Basketball: Playoffs
Upper right; Coach Patterson instructs his team dur-
ing a time-out. Lower right: James Freshwater gets
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"This basketball team was a group of
guys who continually found ways to give
more of themselves in order to meet
the challenges that arose along the
way. "-Coach Paul Patterson
The 1980-81 Trojans met some tough
challenges. They suffered some key in-
juries, yet they finished the season with
the best record in the HBCC that Taylor
has had to date. The team went
through a slump after Christmas, losing
some close road games, yet they recov-
ered down the stretch, winning enough
games to make the play-offs. There they
lost a tough game to Huntington in the
second round, but by making the play-
offs they may have been showing us just
a taste of things to come.
On their west coast trip over Christ-
mas break, the Trojans showed that
they were able to compete with the best
teams on their schedule as they came
home with victories over both Westmont
and Biola. With a lot of good experi-
enced players returning next year, and
with the luck of a good off-season, Tay-
lor should be able to start defeating the
best teams on a regular basis.
Before he suffered a knee injury,
Mark Wright had a great year, and he
was honored by being selected to the
HBCC All-Conference team.
1980-81 Basketball
Taylor 88 Indiana Tech 73
Taylor 65 Huntington 56
Taylor 53 Bethel 64
Taylor 63 Olivet 76
Taylor 72 Manchester 62
Taylor 66 Anderson 73 O.T
Taylor 61 Defiance 57
Taylor 79 Wilmington 63
Taylor 67 Dyke 50
Taylor 63 Marion 73 O.T
Taylor 54 Indiana Central 64
Taylor 48 Cal St Northridge 67
Taylor 56 Westmont 48
Taylor 47 Biola 43 O.T
Taylor 78 Manchester 66
Taylor 56 Bluffton 60
Taylor 52 Findlay 57 OT.
Taylor 58 Hanover 69
Taylor 58 Anderson 50
Taylor 55 Defiance 56
Taylor 66 Wilmington 64
Taylor 57 Indiana Central 65
Taylor 75 Earlham 63
Taylor 70 Manchester 68
Taylor 65 Bluffton 59
Taylor 47 Findlay 45




Taylor 71 Anderson 62
Taylor 46 Huntington 51
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Left; Joel Lusz puts in a lay-up against Findlay Below Lusz, Timmons, and Ga-
brielsen fight for a rebound
1st Row L-R; Dean Ripberger, Rick Hall, Scott Timmons, Joel Lusz, Chris Goeglein, 2nd Row L-R: Tim Hill mgr., Mark Wright, Thomas
Smith, Steve Gabrielsen, Arlan Friesen, Bryan Herr, Mark Horine mgr. 3rd Row L-R: Head Coach Paul Patterson. Brian Coffey, Bob Christ-




Above Deb Behr gets a shot off over her defender
1980-81 Trojanes
Taylor 59 Alumni 39
Taylor 56 Anderson 43
Taylor 53 St, Francis 37
Taylor 56 Ivy Tech 58
Taylor 44 St Joseph 57
Taylor 57 Evansville 58
Taylor 65 Vincennes 104
Taylor 71 Valparaiso 76
Taylor 64 I UPU Ft. Wayne 50
Taylor 71 Notre Dame 77
Taylor 66 Wheaton 46
Taylor 63 St Marys 60
Taylor 71 DePauw 45
Taylor 67 Franklin 60
Taylor 49 Bethel 39
Taylor 55 Wheaton 68
Taylor 67 Marion 79
Taylor 56 Indiana State JV 68
Taylor 59 Butler 90
Taylor 73 Goshen 41
lAIAW District
Taylor 53 Huntington 43








Taylor 49 LaCrosse 100
"Being a first year coach is a new and
challenging experience. When I look
back on this year, not only do I remem-
ber that God allowed us to be second in
the state, but I will also treasure the
memories and experiences of many spe-
cial friendships." — Coach Sue Herbster
In a coach's first year, there are usu-
ally many adjustments that must take
place that prevent a team from playing
to its full potential. Yet under the direc-
tion of Coach Herbster, the 1980-81
Trojanes overcame a slow start and
ended the season by being state run-
nerups.
Taylor was a tall team, with three
players over 5'11" in height, and this
enabled them to control the ball con-
sistently. The Trojanes also utilized an
offense that was simple, but effective
with Cindy Harper playing the point
guard position and doing a good job of
maintaining stability.
Harper was voted the Most Valuable
Player on the squad; Brenda Hillman
and Deb Behr were selected as the
team captains.
Front Row L-R Amy
Farren, Cyndy Harper,
Tammy Buttermore,
Mary Mann, Becky Kit-




Heebner 3rd Row: Ka-
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Left: Karen Vitko fights for a shot. Above: Brenda Hillman shows that
basketball can be a contact sport.
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Taylor Baseball: Youth
Front Row L-R: Dave Nonnemacher, Jeff Dusek, Jimmy Ethenngton, Randy Rutzen, Greg Holloway, Don Mettica, Tim Able, Jan Perry. 2nd
Row L-R; Matt Moses, Scott Cerned, Tom Thalls, Jeff Butcher, Clark Hewitt, Ken Groff, Ron Johnson. 3rd Row L-R; Kevin Martin, Rick Ev-
erest, Larry Walker, Rob Vosler, Adiey Harms, Todd Shinabarger, Mark Wright, Mark Muir, Tom Dages, Tony Snyder, Coach Larry Winter-
holter
Ken Groff pokes a base hit for Taylor.
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"Taylor's 1981 baseball team can be
described as made up of talented youth,
as 11 of 22 members were freshmen.
Often the starting lineup had freshmen
on the mound, catching, at shortstop
and second, and in two of the outfield
spots" -Coach Larry Winterholter.
Youth was the emphasis of the 1981
Trojans. This gives a team enthusiasm,
fresh attitudes, and the prospect of a
bright future; it also usually means that
mistakes will occur that experienced
players will not make. These errors,
walks, and mental lapses hurt Taylor in
some critical games.
The team ended up with an overall
record of 15-19, and an HBCC record
of 7-7; these both represent consid-
erable improvement. The team also
played the toughest schedule in recent
years, and they were able to split dou-
bleheaders with powerhouses Purdue
and Anderson. The Trojans batted .279
as a team, led by Mark Wright's .411
average. The entire pitching staff re-
turns for 1982 along with much of the
remaining squad. Their added experi-
ence should enable them to get off to a
better start and help them to improve
even more.
1981 Baseball Record
Tayloi- 2 lUSE 15
Taylor 6 lUSE 3
Taylor 5 S A, Austin 9
Taylor 14 S A, Austin 19
Taylor 13 Wiley 11
Taylor Wiley 3
Taylor 6 S.A, Austin 11
Taylor 2 LeTourneau 6
Taylor 1 LeTourneau 2
Taylor 3 Greenville 2
Taylor 1 LeTourneau 7
Taylor 4 Marion 17
Taylor 14 Marlon 10
Taylor 3 Purdue
Taylor 4 Purdue 6
Taylor 8 Huntington 7
Taylor 2 Huntington 1
Taylor 11 Earlham 2
Taylor 5 EaHham 2
Taylor 5 Findlay 8
Taylor 2 Findlay 1
Taylor 2 Manchester 1
Taylor 7 Manchester 4
Taylor 1 BlufFton 4
Taylor 7 Bluffton 3
Taylor 4 Defiance 5
Taylor 6 Defiance 7
Taylor 10 Grace 6
Taylor 3 Anderson 4
Taylor 4 Anderson 3
Taylor 2 Ball State b
Taylor 7 Ball State 9
Taylor 5 Hanover 6
Taylor 2 Hanover 6
Clockwise from top left: Matt Moses
handles a hot grounder; Tim Able winds
up for a pitch; Coach Winterholter has
a friendly discussion.
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Women's Softball: State Champs
Carole Hoel gets ready to connect
1981 Softball Record
Taylor 7 Anderson 3
Taylor 5 Anderson 1
Taylor 1 lUPUI 4
Taylor 12 lUPUI 1
Taylor 9 Manchester 10
Taylor 6 Manchester 5
Taylor 8 Purdue 2
Taylor 3 Butler 6
Taylor 1 Ball State 3
Taylor 4 Ball State 8
Taylor 4 DePauw 1
Taylor 8 DePauw 3
Taylor 2 Franklin 4
Taylor 5 Franklin 6
Taylor 3 Ind, Central 2
Taylor 4 Ind Central
State Tourn.
Taylor 3 DePauw 1
Taylor 4 St. Mary's 2
Re gionals
Taylor 8 Greenville 1
Taylor 3 Augustana
Taylor Muskingum 1
1st Row L-R: Karen Waggoner, Pam Pilcher, Cyndy Harper, Carole Hoel, Tammy Buttermore 2nd Row L-R: Romana Price, Sybil Nelson,
Jean Stipanuk, Brenda Hillman, Kathy Cassetty, mgr
,
Janessa Roth, Coach Diana Jones,
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"This year's team was a mixture of
veterans and rool<ies, which after much
hard worl<, frustration, and growth,
combined to be the best Division III
Softball team in Indiana." — Coach Diana
Jones
The 1981 Trojane Softball team was
made up of many freshman and inexpe-
rienced players; coupled with lots of
rainouts which affected both games and
practices, this resulted in a lot of incon-
sistent performances. Some days they
would play great ball while other days
they would be completely off.
The last two weeks of the season saw
the team come together, however, as
the outfield -a problem area all year—
finally gelled into a strong unit. The
Trojanes went into the State Tourna-
ment in fine shape and came out of it
with their second consecutive State
Championship.
Carole Hoel was chosen as the Most
Valuable Player for the 1981 season;
Kathy Cassetty was given the Most Im-
proved Player award.
Clockwise from top left: Carole Hoel, Karen Wag-








So. Wstn. at Memphis 1st
Centre College 2nd















"The 1981 Track and Field season will
be best remembered by exciting people
and their performances. People such as
Bill Bauer and his willingness to help
coach; Larry Brown and Walter Bliss and
the other middle distance men; Tim Davis
and the shot put; and of course, the com-
bination of Grotenhuis (Frank) and Shev-
lot (Rob)."-Coach George Glass
1981 seemed to be the year of the mid-
dle distance runners for the Trojans. Wal-
ter Bliss and Larry Brown broke HBCC
records several times between them, and
the other middle distance men were tough,
too, with Rob Shevlot and Phil Treckman
joining Bliss and Brown as HBCC
champions.
The problem was that the rest of the
team was not as strong or as deep as this.
Consequently, Taylor sometimes swept
most of the running events at a meet, yet
they would still be soundly defeated be-
cause of problems in the sprints and the
field events. All of this resulted in Taylor's
weakest showing at the Conference meet
in 19 years; yet this also shows the Tro-
jans' strength since that "worst" perfor-
mance was solid third place.
Clockwise from top left: Dave Fuller; Frank Groten-
huis; Bill Andreas gets his feet wet.
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Below, Sandy Nagy tosses the javelin. Right Becky Kittelson gives it her
all.








Little State 5th place
Top Row L to R: Becki Conway, Char Kumpf, Jill Howard, Bev Brown, Deb Burr, Grace Lowen, Laurelyn Brown, Becky Kittelson, Cleon






"Dedicated, loyal, frustrated, fun lov-
ing hardworkers are the words that de-
scribe the 1981 Ladies Track and Field
team."— Coach Mary Edna Glover
The 1981 Taylor women's track team
had only 15 competitors, but they were
a talented and dedicated group. Very
strong in the short relays, and tough in
the hurdles, the Trojanes broke school
records in the 400 meter and 800 me-
ter relays, and in the 100 meter hur-
dles. Sandy Nagy was strong m the field
events, and Lori Shepard tied the school
high jump record.
With their small numbers, however,
depth was a problem for Taylor; inexpe-
rience also hurt the Trojanes since they
had a lot of freshmen and first year
runners. Lori Shepard and Dena
Strasbaugh were chosen as the Most
Valuable Runners for the 1981 team;
Sandy Nagy was given the Most
Valuable Field Events competitor award.
Above: Dena Strasbaugh urges Lon Shepard on;
Below: Shephard hands off to Rhonda Gentis.
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Taylor Golf: Enjoyment
Beiow: The Florida trip; Middle: Chester Scott swings
with an iron; Right: B. Krick's form
"Our golf team didn't do as well in
1981 as we have in previous years, but we
still had a great year. We finished 2nd in
several large tournaments and won most
of our small matches."-Coach Sample
The 1981 Trojan golf team started the
season by travelling to Florida. The met
stiff competition there, playing warm
weather teams, and they won only 1 out of
4 dual matches there. It was a good ex-
perience, however, and it was a fun time
for the team.
Back up north, they improved by de-
feating Marion College by 2 strokes. They
were successful against Marion the whole
year as they would go on to beat them two
more times. The team played consistently
well except at the Huntington invitational
and the Conference meet. Chester Scott
finished the season as the most successful
individual golfer for Taylor.
Marion Dual First











B. Krick after missing a three foot putt
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Top Left; One of those days; Top Right: B. Krick trys to sink a long putt; Bottom; 1st Row L-R-Bob Neideck, Randy Jones, Chester Scott,
Troy, 2nd Row L-R-Coach Sample, Barry Krick, Terry Allen, John Doe, Doug Draear, Roger Ericson, Brian Krick.
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Swallow Robin and 3rd West
Swallow Robin and their horsie Melba
100
77?^ Champs!
For the first time in tlie liistory of
man, Swallow Robm won the overall in-
tramural competition standings. Fight-
ing off strong challenges from 2nd Mor-
ris and 1st West, Swallow won
championships m cross country, wres-
tling, track, and Softball; they also col-
lected pomts for competmg m all sports.
Even though softball for the women
was not able to be completed, 3rd West
Olson was awarded the championship in
the final standings.
The ladies of Third West Olson.
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3rd West Wengatz presents "Dave Calderhead and the Gaseous State.
Julie Axberg; Rockford, IL
Lois Burch; Celina, OH
Susan Dailey; Crown Point, IN






2nd South doesn't contain your ordi-
nary gals, they're more than just lov-
able pals They're full of fun and adven-
ture. A little bit of popcorn and a diet
thirst quencher. They range from Rocky
Horror Attenders to Jazzercise benders.
From Jumpers to Joggers. To 3 a.m.
doggers. From Sha-Na-Na Singers to
Florida Wmgers. For all kinds of parties
to have a good time, 2nd South has the
girls that shine.
Annette Eash; Shipshewana, IN
Kay Fenstermaker; Findley, OH
Leah George; Asheville, NC
Melody Gongwer; Upland, IN
Karen Gustin; Grabill, IN
Nancy Den Hartigh; Kalamazoo, Ml
Becky Hill; Upland, IN
Brenda Hillman; Pekin, IL
Kelly Isakson; Blissfield, MI
Peggy Kendall; Upland, IN
Dawn Laibley; Mt Prospect, IL
Jenny McCaughan; Worthington, OH
Janet Moir; Chatham, IN
Anne Owens; Shawnee Mission, KS
Linda Pederson; Nanuet, NY
Andrea Price; Carmel, IN
Julia Shepherd; Warsaw, IN
Laura Shepherd; Warsaw, IN
Holly Starr Thomas; West Unity, OH
Cindy Venman; Mentor, OH
Laura Walker; Rockford, IL
Lori Weber; Charlotte, NC
Karen WIttig; Greenwood, IN
Sue Wright; Flint, MI
Tracie Zaiar; Glen Ellyn, IL
SunOecKj
ftses fov-
Karen Appleton; Flint, MI
Carole Ann Clouston; Arcade, NY
Katie ClufT; Marion, OH
Pam Cox; Falls Church, VA
Kathy Devore; Wakarusa, IN 3rd South
Nancy Erickson; Eugene, OR
Kim Felton; Huntington, IN
Joanna Fox; Camby, IN
Lynda Gates; Upland, IN
Ronda Gentis; BlufTton, IN
Anita Hartzell; Warren, OH
Gail Hess; Linton, IN
Tammy Hinman; Vicksburg, MI
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Sheri Hume; Danville, IN
Camille Kline; Columbia City IN
Julie Klopenstein; Goshen, IN
Beth Kroeker; Upland, IN
Charlotte Kumpf, Cloverdale, IN
Pam Lambright; Lagrange, IN
Laura Lehman; Grand Rapids; Ml
Brenda Moore; Celina, OH
Susan Mossman; Loveland, OH
Diana Myers; Winchester, IN
Marilyn Nowak; Ravenna, OH
Julie Reed; Erie, PA
Pam Schwaderer; Marion, OH
Lori Shepard, Warsaw, IN
Priscilla Wilson; Upland, IN
Kim Zier; Mayville, WI
Would you be able to make it on 3rd
South? Could you cope with 31 other
girls in the bathroom at 6:30 a.m., and
still be on time for your 8:00 class^ If
you have always wondered if you could
handle the rigors of dorm life, ask your-
self these questions.
We guarantee it is not exaggerated:
1. What would you do with a floor that
is 34°/c. freshmen, and 97% of them
are insane'
2. What action would you take when 5
girls take up over 90% of all campus
phone calls' Or better yet, who would
you kill when you got a note on your
board saying "some guy called ... no
message"'
3. What would you do with a P. A. that
wanders around thinking "I wonder
what the next trauma will be'"
4. Could you handle being awakened ev-
ery time you got to the good part of
your dream by suitemates (freshmen)
having cardiacs when a guy called'
5. How would you handle four engaged
girls, and one girl that calls herself "The
Dateless Wonder"'
6. How about the doughnut runs to
Marion at Midnight, the constant aroma
of burnt popcorn, and the TAB add-
iction'
If you think you would have no prob-
lems living with all our quirks, I'm sure
you are a very well balanced, emotion-
ally mature, stable person. But then,










Amy Artis; Columbus, IN
Sharon Beeson; Winona Lake IN
Becki Conway Ui-bana, IL
4th South
Dear Mom and Dad,
Here is the letter I promised to write
you about life on 4th South. Life on 4th
could be summed up as food, fun, and
fellowship. Wait just a minute, I think I
smell popcorn. I'm back now. It was
popcorn, followed by a trip to Hoe's.
Having to climb all those stairs has
given us all healthy appetites.
We have a few floor phrases, such as
"another one bites the dust" when
something ceases to function. So far
this year it has been applied to several
fish, one car, and most recently a pop-
corn popper. Football isn't a phrase, it's
a way of life with intramurders, (oops, I
mean intramurals!). Our record was
good, but more importantly we had fun.
The best part of 4th South is not the
food, or the fun, but the fellowship. We
tease and love each other like sisters
because we are sisters. When someone
says they are praying for you, you can
bet they really mean it. After living up
here, I'm not sure if it's more fun to
give or to get hugs. Sometimes I think
that God put a little bit of heaven on
Earth in the form of 4th South. Hey,
maybe that's why we are called "almost
Heaven." Personally, I still think it's be-
cause of all those stairs.
Well, I've got stuff to do so I'll close
now. Feel free to send money, food, or
both as soon as possible.
Love You Both,
Your Daughter
Lynne Cameron; Plant City, FL
Deborah Cole; Ridgeville, IN
Amanda Cull; La LaPorte, IN
Lisa Cruz; Cloudersport, PA
Vicki Cruse; San Antonio, TX
Susan Eckley; Cream Ridge, NJ
Deanna GoHand; Kalamazoo, Ml
Gretchen Green; Duncan Falls, OH
Sharon Hicks; Greenville, OH
Honesty Hepler; Nappanee, IN
Lee Hunter: Charlotte, IN
Cheryl Kuhn Sturgis, MI
Brenda Knowles; Warren, OH
Karen Meighan; Landsdale, IN
Kathy Mix; lola, KS
Marcee Murray; Peoria, IL
Molly Moody; Waveland, IN
Patty Pefley; Kokomo, IN
Ramona Price; Flushing, MI
Georgia Reasner; Pitman, IN
Debo-ah Spiker; Ft Wayne, IN
^vfW " '^
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Elaine Weber: Huntington, IN











Abbie Ansberg: Naperville, IL
Alice Batcher; Holtsville NY
Denise Combs; Connersville, IN
Teresa Cress; Charlotte, NC
Lisa Cjrne; Columbus, OH
Julie Foster; Monroe, MI
Barb Hauter; Morton, IL
Debbie Heighway Richmond IN
Barb Jahns; Lake Geneva, WI
Loretta Lantz; New Haven, IN
Shannon Lightbody; Detroit, MI
Dawn Lowe; Pardeeville WI
Marcia Melvin; Oak Brook, IL
Mary Moore; North Canton, OH
Lynn Pickard; Port Huron, MI
Jenny Schwartz; New Haven IN
Sue Schuneman; Rochester MI
Monica Sheets; Kokomo, IN
Kathy Sheppard; Bellmawr, NJ
Martha Sitler; Knightstown, IN
Denise Stouffer; Wabash, IN
Gale Wallower; Camp Hill, PA
Colleen Wild; Ft. Wayne, IN
English Cellar
Next time you come to English Hall'
Just follow the staircase down,
And you will meet thirty
Of the nicest ladies around.
We all are individuals-
Different as night and day.
Yet each of us is lovable
In our own peculiar way.
We combine and form the floor
Best known- as "The Cellar" to all,
Which contrary to popular belief
Has windows in each outer wall.
Nothing ever strange occurs
Unless you want to count
The disappearance of the stall walls
That some people are proud about'
Or there's the time two girls
Found their belongings in the hall.
Draped from the phone and ceiling
And some hung from wall to wall.
Then at our Valentine banquet
With everyone looking her best,
Two of us showed up together-
One in a man's pants, jacket, and vest.
No, there is never a dull moment
Here in the separate "Cellar Land,"
And none of us would leave it













COLLEEN OLSbN a K A on i-irsi suuiri cnyiibn, was aamir-
ing the collage around the mirror in suite 101, when suddenly
she was pulled through the looking GLASS. She found herself
in the land of MITCHELL. This land was full of cuddly teddy
BEHRS, She walked toward some bears that were eating
French LE CLAIRS for their afternoon snack. She didn't know
that these bears were important bears. One was the MAR-
SHALL of the town, one was a professional baseball PILCH ER,
and the last was a STEWARTIST on an airline She talked to
these bears for a while and found that these bears were
KEENER than any she had met before Soon MOORE bears
came along There were the twin teddys BOWMAN and COW-
MAN, they lived in WESTBROOK Park, the richest estate in
MITCHELL land. They all hopped on springs (that's how they
traveled there) to take a tour of the land. The one COLLEEN
jumped on SPRUNGER to the front of the twins. She listened
closely to what the twins were saying, but could only hear TIB-
BETTS of information The twins decided to take her to the
EULER Estate by way of HOPKIN'S lane and past
BLOOMQUIST flowers "Oh CRIPE'", said BOWMAN, "We for-
got to eat, let's stop at McNALLY'S for a Big Mac" They soon
arrived at EULER Estate and rang the doorbell. "USELDING"
It echoed. "Over here," said the butler "We've been expecting
you Come in" "I want you to meet Ms FLEENER," said the
twins, "and her son (ANDERSON). Oh, look, here is JOHN-
SON." "Nice to meet you." said Colleen, as the twins BECK-
oned her over to meet Ms. KERSTEN, who was an expert on
bees. Her favorite type was the PRIBE COLLEEN exclaimed
she was having a DEVINE time, but she had to get back to
check in on her girls at First South. They told her that all she
would have to do is WiSHON a star to return While COLLEEN




Pam Anderson; Downers Grove, IL
Sheri Beck; Portland, IN
Sam Behr; Gas City, IN
Sue Blomquist; Farmmgton Hill, Ml
Kathy Bowman; New Pans, IN
Melodie Cripe; Goshen, IN
Beth Divine; Rochester, IN
Beth Euler; Detroit, MI
Debbie Glass; Upland, IN
Margie Gowman; Wickliffe, OH
Heidi Hopkins; Wheaton, IL
Cynthia Jo Johnson; Marion, IN
Kim Keener; Ft Wayne, IN
Laura Kersten; Ishpeming, MI
Bonnie LeClair; Seminole, FL
Shelli McNally; Ontario, Canada
Vivian Marshall; Hanover, IN
Amy Moore; North Canton, OH
Deb Oyer; Wooster, OH
Pamela Pilcher; Terre Haute, IN
Wendy Priebe; Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Julie Sprunger; Bluffton, OH
Terry Stewart; Peoria, IL
Colleen Tibbetts; Beaver Falls, PA
Donna Uselding; Cedarburg, WI
Kim Westbrook; Edinboro, PA
Lisa Wishan; St. Louis, MO






Yvonne Baldwin; Centerton, IN
Pam Bogart; Continental, OH
Debbie Cavin; New Carlyle, IN
Jana Green; Miami, FL
Ginny Knudsen; Wheaton, IL
Sheri Kocsis; Kenya, Africa
Sue Lapham; Harbor Beach, MI
Debbie Litsey; Indianapolis, IN
Laurie Mason; Westerville, OH
Patti Millikan; Portage, MI
Cindy Nugent; Upland, IN
Debra Richardson; Clayton, IN
Janice Shipley, Charlotte, NC
Arlene Smeltzer; Elkhart, IN
Karen Teeple; Columbus, OH
Kerin Thornburg; Jonesboro, IN
Sharon Thraves; River Vale, NJ
Susan Trotter; Indianapolis, IN
1st North English
First North is;
late nights and early mornings
hayrides in November
popcorn and tabaholics






late night Blitz sessions
ants and (thankfully) Raid




music to bathe by









Cindy Beck; Flint, MI
Kim Bone; Ft. Wayne, IN
Debbie Bowell; Indianapolis, IN
Janice Brewer; Boca Raton, FL
Lisa Calvin; Madison, IN
Janie Cummer; Indianapolis, IN
Amy Farren, Kettering, OH
Rae-Ann Fitton; Camp Hill, PA
Vicki Haggard; Ossian IN
Marilyn Hardwick, Portland, IN
Sydna A. Hawthorne; Plainwell,
Andrea Hensler; Greentown, IN
Cindy Kelley; Bargersville, IN
Jody Livergood; Wabash, IN
Kim McKinney; Indianapolis, IN
Kim Moran; Boothwyn, PA
Sheila Nelson; Greenwood, IN
Julie Nugent; Upland, IN
Tina Ooley, Mooresville, IN
Sheryl Price; Marion, OH
Teresa ShefRer; Falmouth, IN
Lisa Slebodnik; Indianapolis, IN
This IS not going to be your average
run-of-the mill wing story, mainly be-
cause this is not your average run-of-
the mill wing. No, instead of being
TOLD which wing is being talked about,
let's just see if you can guess, okay?
Fine, here we go. Now, first of all, we're
composed of: 48 legs, 48 arms, 240 fin-
gers and toes, 24 bodies, and approxi-
mately weigh a total of 102, 875 lbs.
We own a total of: 7 blondes, 1 red
head, and 16 brunettes. A girl's wing
you say' Hey, you're not too dense, but
then, you had a 50-50 chance. I'll give
you some tougher clues now. We have
the only P. A. on campus whose favorite
saying is "Blow it off!" The owner of
the world's largest belly button lint col-
lection'' Oh, c'mon, let's not get crude.
We're the ONLY wing on campus that
had a catered, candlelight Christmas
dinner. A rich wing you think? BOO—
you're getting colder. We're not real
musically inclined, and it's not unusual
to walk out in the hall and get pounded
by a hockey puck, or some other dan-
gerous UFO. No, Taylor doesn't have a
zoo, quit trying to be humorous. We
support our own TV show, I mean, with-
out us General Hospital would most
likely go off the air. No, we're not a
bunch of old "soapies" — but you're get-
ting closer. Well, only a couple more
little clues and I'll end this torture. We
do all the "normal" activities that all
the other wings do— you know, things
like: eat tons of popcorn per night, go to
Hoe's at every possible chance, throw
the PA in the shower, have pajama par-
ties and make donuts, etc. However, no
other wing can do all these ordinary
things in the same quite unique way. All
this seems to add up to a nice, normal
mental institution, righf Hey, you
guessed it! Cause that's just another name






Ruth Arnold- Ontario, Canada
Judi Baker; Atlanta IN
Wendy Boalt- Boca Raton FL
Dorothy Burge; Wilmington, DE
Missi Cannell; Columbus OH
Tern Carnahan; Grabill, IN
Susan Donahue; Cherry Hill NJ
Cheryl Drake; Tremont IL
Beth Fox Newtown Square PA
Trish Gentile; Grabill, IN
Cindy Glass; Upland, IN
Angela Green; Indianapolis, IN
Robin Hacker Wanamaker IN
Janice Hallford; Fort Wayne, IN
Michele Hogge; Toledo, OH
Becky Kittelson; Newark, IL
Charissa Miller; Fillmore, IN
Myvan Thi Nguyen; Upland, IN
Amy Pnngle; Charles, IL
Li2 Quinn; Carnegie, PA
Jenny Rarick- South Bend IN
Jaimie Schwietert; Park Ridge IL
Brenda Sell; Viola, IL
Colleen Tibbetts; Beaver Falls, PA
Second North . . . laughter, friends,
good times, close sharing, uproar, quiet
moments, and beautiful memories. The
unity and fun experiences of a great
wing are sometimes hard to express to
others. To name just a few of the activi-
ties of the year , . . Italian rooftop
party, semi-formal dinner at the D.C,
with 3rd Morris, roller skating, ice
cream, fruit and popcorn parties, pump-
kin carving, traditional visit to One Ac-
cord, crafts demonstration. Angels and
Mortals, Christmas party, trip to the
Gentiles, Bible studies, marriage in-
struction, Israel presentation, progres-
sive dinner, bowling, party at the Glass
house, snowball fights, doughnut sale,
pigging out and wing diet, and believe it
or not, studying.
New faces, funny places, schemes and
dreams, crushes, creating ambitions
and life long goals. Second North ... a
group which has grown through tears
and fears, reached new horizons and
gained new heights individually and col-
lectively. Lives m which friendships and
memories will be cherished forever and
shared dreams and feelings remem-
bered always in each heart. The bond of
closeness will never be forgotten as








There were some times when we all
needed a friend;
And we were never sure who we would
find.
We knew that there was someone
He would send
To guide us through some problem
or hard time.
There were a lot of good times
to recall;
Popcorn poppers popping through
the night,
Trails of legs and chili wall to
wall,
Cookies and ice cream beckoning —
what a sight!
And yet there's more to us than
meets the mouth-
Icy showers, sending flowers
(dead or alive),
Midnight papers, phone calls
— north or south-
To list a few examples from our lives.
These serve to make our English
pride much better
As we live and dwell on Second
Center.
-C.K. and Pete
Pam Drenth; Holland, MI
Sara Gordon; Grand Rapids, M!
Jennifer Helvie; Indianapolis, IN
Carol Hummel, Ft. Wayne, IN
Vangie Key; Lancaster, OH
Judy Klomparens; Rockford, MI
Jennifer Kopecky; West Chicago, IL
Kim Leburg; Fowler, IN
Jodi Lee; Mio, MI
Suzanne Lemaster; Bunker Hill, IN
Lynn Livergood; Wabash, IN
Cheryl Miller; Ft. Wayne, IN
Carol Moore; Westfield, IN
Ellen Payne; Pocono Pines, PA
Beth Rohrer; Lititz, PA
Joan Schopmeyer; Terre Haute,
Sandy Schultz; Birmingham
Debbie Speer; Tipton, IN
















Tern Angelici; Kenosha, WI
Cindy Bassett; Kendallville, IN
Pat Cook; New Providense, lA
Leslie Cruz; Coudersport, PA
Jean Culbertson: Delavan IL
Brenda Gephart; Valporaiso, IN
Nancy Gerent; West Lake OH
Lisa Hooten; Celina, OH
Beth Hunter; Charlotte, NO
Diana Jordan; Savoy, IL
Kim Kind; Portage, WI
Elizabeth McDufhe; Shawnee Mission, KS
Sandy Nagy; Doyestown, OH
Kathy Newell: Mount Holly, NJ
Diane Paul; Wabash, IN
Marsha Rockey; Idaville, IN
Diane Salsbury; Dalton, OH
Vicki Schuize; Arlington Heights, IL
Chris Seymour; Kenosha, WI
Laurie Smith; New Castle, IN
Cindy Sterling; Ft. Wayne, IN
Beth Stoekel; Cincinnati, OH
Joy Tietze; Gainesville, VA
Bonnie Veenstra; Comstock Park, MI
Melanie Zurcher; Leesburg, IN
3rd Center has been an active and
unified wing this year. (One of our fa-
vorite things to do together is eat as
evidenced by our many trips to One Ac-
cord).
One of the most rewarding times to-
gether is our bible studies on Tuesday
nights. Every week we would tal<e time
out to share with each other, pray for
each other, encourage one another and
give praises to God in learning more
about Him.
When it comes to sports, we aren't
lacking interest in that area either. Any
given night of the week you're sure to
find at least several of the Third Center
women working out in the Nautilus
Room (Hey guys . . . Look Out!) We
were also undefeated in "Inter-mur-
der" basketball.
All in all we're a pretty darn fun wing







Karen Alshouse Springfield PA
Sarah Devnes- Delton MI
Diane Draear' Morton IL
3rd South English
Third South English -the ultimate m
the "Land of the Giants" (Jane, Lisa,
Sarah, Dawn, Karen, Mitch, Jenny,
Ronda, and Chris) If you come up to
our wing and you don't see someone
ducking to get through a door then it
must be one of those cute little bean
sprouts'
We've had fun times together this
year Donut runs, cheering for the
Phillies, munching out at Siciliano's, go-
ing to One Accord with seven people in a
VW (let us not forget Gay's special place
in the trunk!), and tons of other crazy
times. Then there's Mom's TV, den
(good for crying over movies and rear-
ranging the room). Chappies Bible stud-
ies, the permanent "gone fishing" sign
on Gay's door, "Dial a Joke," and .
"This IS Gina. Do you have my mom
hostage^' Give her back'!" It's been fun
being crazy together and a year we'll
never forget. In the words of our most
wise and eldest freshmen, "Do' Do!
Do' Oh, you do, do you?!
Not Pictured: Seniors:
Peggy Gorman Linda Clark
Cindy Harper Ann Kersten
Pamela Drake- Michigan City IN
Nina Fattig- Greenwood IN
Chris Frank- Silverdale PA
Beth Granger Almond NY
Jane Harvey Devon PA
Diane Kammerdiener Syracuse IN
Lisa Labold: Ft Washington PA
Michele Lesher: Bunker Hill IN
Jenny Miller Lancaster OH
Stephanie Pearson; Marion IN
Loree Preston; Cincinnati OH
Donna Stapleton Orlando FL
Jean Stipanuk Terre Haute IN
Theresa Todd Indianapolis IN
Karen Travilla Birmingham, MI
Gay Wesner; Bloommgton IN
Ronda White Ft Wayne IN
Dawn Wilson, Shrewsburg PA
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3rd North English
Marianne Beck; Marlon, IN
Elizabeth Bliss; Westboro, MA
Kathy Cassetty; Speedway IN
Mindy Date; Indianapolis IN
Nancy DaviS; Upper Saddle River N J
Jayne Farguharson; Toppenish, WA
Judy Flueckiger; Berne, IN
Carrie Greene; Rowayton, CT
Chen Gnesmeyer; Dayton, OH
Marilyn Hall; Manon, IN
Daphne Hasty; Fairmount IN
Diane Hednck: Greencastle IN
Michelle Keener; Fort Wayne, IN
Cheryl Lehman; Berne, IN
Debbie Messamore; Carol Stream, IL
Sandy Payne; Greensboro, N C.
Debbie Stanley; Van Buren, IN
Lois Tropf; Westlake, OH
Wingnotes:
1. Yes girls, our wing camels are still
nursing. Diane H. thought she saw them
on a merry-go-round in Disney World.
Any other leads would be appreciated.
2. Leyna is on the loose. Beware!
3. A rifle twirling seminar will be held in
Suite 330 tonight at midnight. Linda W.
will be teaching the fine art of removing
large portions of plaster from the ceiling
while keeping the whole wing awake
thru the night.
4. The All-Nlghters-Steno-Pool will be
holding its ususal meeting around the
ironing board at 1:00 AM sharp. Be
There.
5. Wanted the "r" in Pepsi Spirit' Will
give $50.00 reward to owner, talk to Jo.
For Big Mac info see Nancy D.
6. To participate in the wing Softball
throw, meet at the candy machine.
Questions? Contact Judy or Kathy C.
7. Be sure to get your bids in early for
telephone time -slots still available be-
tween 3:00 AM-5:30 AM only.
8. There is an opening for a sign maker
for the bathroom next year. It's been
real, and it's been fun and it's been real
fun. And never forget . . . always re-
member . . . 3rd North-we're on Our
Way Up!'
























During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I had two fantastic PA 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I sold thousands of hotdogs and had two fantastic
P A 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I had a costume party, sold thousands of hotdogs,
and had two fantastic P A 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I went on a hayride, had a costume party, sold thou-
sands of hotdogs, and had two fantastic PA 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I elected a new woman of the wing, went on a hay-
ride, had a costume party, sold thousands of hot-
dogs, and had two fantastic P A 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
1 had a Christmas banquet, elected a new woman of
the wing went on a hayride, had a costume party,
sold thousands of hotdogs, and had two fantastic
PA'S
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I chose secret sisters, had a Christmas banquet,
elected a new woman of the wing, went on a hayride,
had a costume party, sold thousands of hotdogs, and
had two fantastic P A.'s.
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
1 played a lot of sports, chose secret sisters, had a
Christmas banquet, elected a new woman of the
wing, went on a hayride, had a costume party, sold
thousands of hotdogs, and had two fantastic P A 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
1 danced in Oklahoma, played a lot of sports, chose
secret sisters, had a Christmas banquet, elected a
new woman of the wing, went on a hayride, had a
costume party, sold thousands of hotdogs, and had
two fantastic P A 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I had faculty wife visits, danced in Oklahoma, played
a lot of sports, chose secret sisters, had a Christmas
banquet, elected a new woman of the wing, went on
a hayride, had a costume party, sold thousands of
hotdogs, and had two fantastic P A 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I, held a prayer and share time, had faculty wife
visits, danced in Oklahoma, played a lot of sports,
chose secret sisters, had a Christmas banquet,
elected a new woman of the wing, went on a hayride,
had a costume party, sold thousands of hotdogs, and
had two fantastic PA 's
During our year here at Taylor, my wingmates and
I had wing Bible studies, held a prayer and share
time, had faculty wife visits, danced in Oklahoma,
played a lot of sports, chose secret sisters, had a
Christmas banquet, elected a new woman of the
wing, went on a hayride, had a costume party, sold
thousands of hotdogs, and had two fantastic P A 's.
Sheri Aylor: Westerlo, NY
Peggy Blanchard: Indianapolis IN
Polly Blanchard, Indianapolis IN
Linda Britton Medway OH
Maria Carpenter: Coldwater MI
Don DeSmit, Baltimore, MD
Cathy Endean: Holland, MI
Beth Fanning: Avon, IN
Amy Fuller, Uniondale, IN
Lisa Glover Conneaut, OH
Jane Jentink: Cedar Grove WI
Sue Jentink: Cedar Grove WI
Lea Kinzer: Uniondale, IN
Debbie Lucas, Tipton PA
Mary Mann: Derry, IN
Barb Martin: Orrville, OH
Mary Metzger: Wakaruso, IN
Debby Miller: St Louis, MO
Pam Miller: Middlebury, IN
Penny Miller: Berlin, OH
Michele Norris: Tipp City, OH
Vicki Pierce; Haddonfield, NJ
Janice Roehl; Portland, OR
Vanessa Roth: Fillmore, NY
Jackie Sell; Greenville, OH
Lynda Shepley; Indianapolis, IN
Dawn Starks; Ann Arbor, MI
Brenda Weaver; Osceola, IN
Sherry White; Ridgeville, IN
Lou Ann Wilson; Monon, IN





Kathy Allen; Willoughby, OH
Julie Berge; Arlington Heights, IL
Dorothy Birdsall; Farmington, MI
Janet Boberg: Barnngton, IL
Jennifer Braun; Geneva, IL
Bev Brown; Fort Lauderdale, PL
Linda Cadman; Still Pond, MD
Marilyn Collins; Indianapolis, IN
Roxy Cripe; Greensburg IN
Patty Deiter; Drumore, PA
Karen Gerent; Westlake, IN
Gena Griswold; Warsaw, IN
Linda Guenther; Parma Heights, OH
Shelly Hansen; Dayton, OH
Melinda Harlan; Franklin, PA
Amy Hunt; Fort Wayne, IN
Polly Jenkins; Columbus, OH
Kim Johnson; West Milton, OH
Dana Jost; St. Louis, MO
Jenny Klosterman; Dayton, OH
Vicki Lembach; Wakarusa, IN
Karen Lentz, Nappanee, IN
Mary Anne Jajka, Willoughby Hills,
Linda Mikkelson; Hartford City, IN
Lynette Miller; Wakarusa,
Julie Noss; Delta, OH
Ruth Osenga; LaPorte, IN
IN
Lori Rhode; Lafayette, IN
Phyllis Roden; Hammond, IN
Ruth Ann Ruggles; Peshtigo, WI
Laurie Schoen; Berrien Center, MI
Janet Shriver; Fairland, IN
Beth Sterner; Ft. Wayne, IN
Judy Swalley; Worthington, OH
Shan Tarnow; Mill Creek, IN
Gail Woolsey: New Carlisle, IN
Oh, we are the girls who live on First West,
We're not only good, in fact we're the best!'!
Our books will stay stacked in the bookcases with care.
In hope that we somehow will learn what is there.
Yes, we will be faced with books not yet read,
While visions of popcorn dance in our heads.
With K.J. in her kerchief and Jennifer in her cap.
They had just settled their brains for a study-break nap.
When on down the hall there arose such a clatter.
They sprang from their rooms to see what was the matter.
Away to the bathroom they flew like a flash.
Tore open the door and let out a gasp.
The commotion of the bathroom was enough of a sight
But Jen, Dort, and Rox were wet from their fight.
Now what to their wondering eyes should appear
But little Kater-Bater as viewed from the rear!
Now on down the hall there was such a commotion.
Of jump ropes and arms and legs all in motion.
More rapid than eagles we fly down the hall
In hopes that the phone is finally our call.
For Shan or Sharon,
Or Kathy or Karen,
Or Gena or Janet, or Jenny or Jan
In spite of our wishing it was all just a folly.
For of course we all knew it would be for Polly!!
Beth came out of her room with Bible in hand
Shouted, "Bible study," and everyone ran.
Patty, Tami, and Jill were all in their usual place.
Acting like "children" with paper and paste
Among them sat Mindy with BRIDE magazines galore.
While dreaming of the one she loves and adores
Now over in the gym there's those who love to compete.
They're not called "jocks," but known as "athletes."
You'll see Janet shooting the rim or Laurie giving a cheer,
Or Amy, Lori, Mel and Ruth running quite near.
Now Linda and Kathy are so enthusiastic.
They're really into exercising and being spasmatic
In one field you'll see Phyllis and Linda stand and gawk.
At robins and blue jays and occasionally a hawk
But Dana, Gail, and Nancy have other ways of getting some joy.
By scoping at the DC for all the cute boys.
There's Mary Anne and Judy who are fantastic in art.
While Shan, Linda, Sharon, and Marcie sing from their hearts.
Now back m the wing there's plenty of pranks in the hall,
With Lynette and Gena in charge of it all
In the lobby will be Shelly and Julie with a heart throb.
While Karen sits in her room and thinks about Rob.
In the Kitchen where there's always some food in the making.
You're sure to find Jan in there baking.
And wherever there's food to be found,
Karen Gerent will be somewhere around.
When It comes to early birds there's Vicki and Bever,
I wonder if they sleep, in fact, maybe never
Oh, and yes, we have our very own clown.
For there sure to be laughter with Marilyn around
This year's been fantastic and even first rate.
But with our new P.A.'s, Ny and Miki, next year will be great.
Oh, I'm sure that this wing doesn't compare with the rest.





























Only on Second East Olson can one
have the unique experience of opening
her door and having an apple (frisbee,
etc.) whiz by her face, walking down the
hall to the multi-stereo sound of "An-
other One Bites the Dust," hearing
Christmas music in October, or waking
up in the middle of the night because of
someone screaming "raid — get your
buckets!"
We were blessed Cr") this year with 18
rowdy new sisters (or adelphi— our
name in Greek). We all got to know
each other on a retreat at Gull Lake
Bible Camp in Michigan at the begin-
ning of the year. The weekend was
highlighted with skits ("two for five"),
food, games, and a quiet time alone by
the lake.
During the year we worked hard to
try to maintain our reputation as intra-
mural champs, however, "the spirit is
willing but the flesh is weak!" We also
had a rollerskating party at Skateaway,
went to One Accord as a wing, gave a
hayride party (we apologize to our
cleaning ladies), planned a Christmas
party, and created our famous "Second
East Christmas Street" of colorful
shops and lighted doorways. Most im-
portantly, we strived to make our sister-
hood a reality, as in the past. As a re-
sult we have laughed together, studied
together, not studied together, cried to-
gether, and grown together in the Lord.
JoAnn Aeschliman; Pettisville, OH
Lynn Barrigar; Ann Arbor, MI
Theresa Brazmski; Southington, CT
Lone Chenot; Bakersfield, CA
Karen Drook; Somerset, IN
Rhonda Everhart; Littleton, CO
Lynn Flora; Elkhart, IN
Judy Goodman; Greensburg IN
Cory Greenberg; Beloit, WI
Laurice Groenier; Knoxville, TN
Karen Haegeland; Bartlett, IL
Julie Hishmeh; Elm Grove WI
Lois Johansen; Tuscasunna, NJ
Cyndy Johnson; Rockford, IL
Cynthia Lehman; Milwaukee WI
Sue Lindman; Plymouth, MI
Susan Lubbert; Dayton, OH
Diane Mahr; Battlecreek, M!
Cylinda Monroe; Wayne, MI
Karen Nelson Rockford IL
Karen Peterson; West Chicago IL
Becky Schmid; Wheaton, IL
Lynda Seaberg; Wheaton, IL
Janet Siewert; Delafield, WI
Sandra Soderquist; West Chicago, IL
Lisa Starr; Bloomfield Hills, MI
Patty Walker; Trenton, MI
Wendy Walker; Coshocton, OH
Cindy Warner; Pontiac, MI
Jocelyn Welling; Scottsburg,
Deb Willman; Acworth, GA
Sally Yagia: Beloit, WI
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Kirsten Arnold: Franklin, IN
Kay Baudendistel; Oxford, OH
Susan Bee'S; Upland, IN
Kara Boehm; London, GB
Kathryn Cabush: Racine, WI
Jean Christian,- Yorkville, IL
Sally Coder; Pontiac MI
Karen Gould; Hicksville, OH
Anita Guiler; Ft, Wayne, IN
ingrid Haegeland; Bartlett, IL
Melinda Haley; Metamora, IN
Lori Hatteburg; Newark IL
Ruth Heidtman; Highland IN
Paula Imes; Barrington, IL
Carol Kenneson; Indianapolis, IN
Susan Larson; Bethany, CT
Anne Lukey; Barrington, IL
Liz Luoma; Ashtabula, OH
Joy Pugsley: Yorktown, IN
Michelle Sample; Upland, IN
Sandy Smith; Erie, PA
Rita Stevens; Kalamazoo, MI
Beth Tempest; Columbus, IN
Carol Walker; Trenton, MI
Becky Wehling; Port Charlotte, FL
Martha Westerman; Hilton Head Island, SC
Teresa Weyman; Meadville, IN
Kim Wheaton; St. Charles, IL
U
2nd West Olson
What would Taylor University be
— P|5§ Without Second West Olson'' a lot
calmer, that's for sure! With our suc-
cessful raids and serenade attempts we
have certainly left our mark, and if you
could survive freshman initiation you
deserved to live on the wing. Some of
our other activities include a "wild and
crazy" pumpkin party and pick-a-date.
We accommodate several Christian
Ed. majors with philosophical minds
pondering such questions as "What is
man" and coming up with the only logi-
cal answer . . . "we like him", as well as
several music minded girls who are usu-
ally at their best at two o'clock in the
morning.
One of the neatest things about our
wing was the strong sense of oneness









Tami Brumm Palatine OH
Joan Brown Worthington OH
Donna Carlburg Wheaton IL
2nd Center Olson
2nd Center Olson-
Sure IS a busy place'
It seems like there are always people
around -day or night
They're on the phones, and waiting for
the phones
They're baking in the lounge boy, it
smells good — bet you could gain ten
pounds from the aroma.
Right Bob''
Hayrides at Becky's
Chicago shopping trips (Chen, did you




Bible studies and prayer partners
All these keep us busy growing and
learning what it means to really love
one another . , , creating HOMEMADE
MEMORIES
"Behold, how good and how pleasant
it is for brethren to dwell together in
unity'"
Psalms 133:1
Cheryl Dial- Elk Grove Villa !L
Beverly Frazier; Amelia, OH
Lmn Gieser: Battle Creek, WII
Patty Gnswold Windfall, IN
Jane Henderson- Roseville, MI
Shirley Houghtaling; Des Moines lA
Joanne Imrie; Titusville NJ
Laurie Jobes; Taiwan, FD
Linda Lubbert; Dayton, OH
Shelley Lucas, Miami, PL
Lora Muthiah; Highland Mills, NY
Lorene Muthiah, Highland Mills NY
Sibyl Nelson Winona Lake IN
Jane Nystrom; Yavinacocha, Peru
Susan Oliver; Cincinnati, OH
Becky Salsbery; Sharpsville, IN
Kim Wuebben; Dayton, OH
















Nancy Bai-num; Jackson, Wll
Kay Baudendistel: Oxford OH
Connie Collins; Greenwood, IL
Rhonda Crawford; Carmel, IN
Debbie Davis Glen Ellyn IL
Kathy Duffey Munroe Falls, OH
Misty Finley; Zionsville, IN
Bonnie Hochstettler; Findley, OH
Debra Huffman; Ft Wayne IN
Paula Imes; Barrington, IL
Jane Keiser; Findley, OH
Monica Landis; Franconia, PA
Chris Lymberopoulos; Princeton, IL
Bonnie MacKinnon; Smithtown, NY
Lorene Meier: Fargo, ND
Laune Mowery; Coatesville, PA
Marsha Neal; Yorktown, IN
Brenda Owen; Martin, MI
Donna Pino; Highland, IN
Beth Plumb; Moorestown, NJ
Julie Ringenberg; French Lick IN
Debbie Sheron; Marion, IN Not Pictured
Joan Veurink; Muskegon, MI Sherilyn Creutz
Patti Vander Schaaf; Raleigh NC Patti Hedrick
Laurie Vosler; Birmingham MI Joan Schepmeyer
Sandy Schultz
Pam Stotz Seniors
Gail Williamson Grace Loewen
As a smaller wing, we are very close.
It's natural to drop everything for a
small gathering over a bowl of popcorn,
around a TV, or just to talk in some-
one's room or in the hall. We started
out the year by going camping at Tur-
key Run State Park where those of us
who went became better acquainted
and encountered wild raccoons and
state college men at our campsite.
Through out the semester, small so-
cial gatherings with a guys floor allowed
us to become familiar with the male
population next door: ice cream social
with 3rd Center, hayride with 1st East,
and bowling with 2nd Center (all of
Wengatz). The best part is the openness
and togetherness we can feel in our




Joye Bass; Traverse City Ml
Lynne Belt; Kokomo, IN
Ramona Bess; Ft Wayne, IN
3rd East Olson
".
. . discipline yourself for the pur-
pose of Godliness . . . For it is for this
we labor and strive, because we have
fixed our hope on the living God, who is
the saviour of all men, especially of the
believers. Prescribe and teach these
things. Let no one look down on your
youthfulness, but rather in speech, con-
duct love, faith, and purity, show your-












Lynn Bowman; Roselle, IL
Jane Brand; Ft. Wayne, IN
Joann Brandner; Oak Park, IL
Marsha Brinson; Kokomo, IN
Janice Carpenter; Millersburg, OH
Sandy Carpenter; Westland, MI
Ramona Couch; Swayzer, IN
Patty De Pree; Zeeland, Ml
Debbie Dohner; Kentland, IN
Leslie Dungan- Pardeeville, WI
Lisa Egloff; White Plains, NY
Cathy Engle; Sharpsville, IN
Debbie Feige; Libertyville, IL
Shelley Glenn; Spencerville IN
Marty Greenagel; Grafton, ND
Debbie Harrold; Ft. Wayne, IN
Laura Jones; Sweetser, IN
Janet Lavin; Woodridge, IL
Jill Lawrence; Berlin, CT
Jody Luxford; Glen Ellyn, IL
Gina Mahr; Lockport, MI
Debbie Maldeney; Hoagland, IN
Linda Molin; Trenton, MI
Cindy Olenik; Arlington Heights, IL
Susan Richey; Swayzee, IN
Kathy Roberts; Ft. Wayne, IN
Janet Ryker; Greenwood, IN
Pam Schlichter; Livonia, MI
Crystal Schuize; Brown City, Ml
Betty Sommers; Star City, IN
Arlene Toland; Uniondale, IN
Debbie Wenger; Chesapeake, VA
i:2^]iim
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Cheryl Anderson Lombard IL
Michelle Avery- Erie IL
Lorl Bond; Morton IN
Jill Bowers: West Unity OH
Tammy Buttermore: Defiance OH
Merri Jo Cleair Epworth, lA
Anita Cook; Hartford City IN
Jill Cooper- Oakwood, OH
Fran DeMerritt; Glen Ellyn IL
Nancy Dennis; Reed City, Ml







Karen Gould: Hicksville, OH
Robin Halcomb: Indianapolis IN
Janice Handy; Kokomo, IN
Cass Huston; Millersburg, OH
Beth Jessop; Lapeer, MI
Lisa Jones; Columbus Grove, OH
Cindy Keener; Ft Wayne IN
Louise Kellison; Muncie IN
Beth Kinney; Elgin, IL
Joyce Lavin; Woodridge, IL
Angela Longerbone; Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Payne; Brazil, IN
Melody Rohrer; Goshen, IN
Charity Shields; Cartage, IN
Penny Smith; Wauseon, OH
Cindy Spencer; Carlysle, OH
Lisa Stentz: Birmingham, MI
Cindy Swart; Wabash, IN
Lisa Symon; Muskegon Wll
Jane Van Dyke; Nappanee, IN
Judi Zakaluk; Somerville, NJ
Third West Olson
What IS 3rd West Olson^ Why, it's the
best of course — best in intramural foot-
ball among other brilliant achievements.
The personnel isn't bad either. The
"core" was worried when we heard that
twenty-six (that's right, 26) new fresh-
men would be invading our turf. How-
ever, this wing has grown to become a
very close-knit gang of girls. We all have
different personalities and interests but
we can put those aside and, thanks to
Chaplain Dee Ann, have very enRICHing
Bible studies. Trips to Old Brick House
(burp), birthday parties for everyone,
and pop corn study breaks led us to
plan our future careers as fat models.
Great P.A.'s (Colleen and Janice), se-
cret sisters, and Angel Mortal week
represent the fellowship we've had. A
hayride with Swallow, gym night, the
Christmas party, and the annual Pro-
gressive Dinner with our favorite pick-a-
date are examples of our entertain-
ment. Jam sessions in Garda's room,
back-rubs, find the partitions to the
John stalls had mysteriously dis-
appeared, cold showers at any hour,
and hearing "Ann Neuhouser . . .
phone!" are normal everyday occur-
rences. Bumper (you cutie), members
of the Taylor jogging association, "food
. . . sleep . . . Kenny," and romance but
no dates because well, all know, dating














Ric Anderson; Elyria, OH
Bob Auer; Carmel, IN
Dave Barber; Bremen, OH
1st Morris
The curious thing about 1st Morns
was that there always seemed to be
something in need of repair
Whether it were painting a wall, fixing
a busted water pipe or patching up our
beloved asbestos ceiling, maintenance
could claim '"SM 1" as their home away
from home.
The one part of our floor that never
needed doctoring was our closeness to
each other. We shared silly times— the
phone pirates, the Roach of the Week
Club, the Amityville Shower— and seri-
ous tmies- Bible studies and prayer
groups. At all times though we grew to-
gether, each strivmg to see the path
God had planned for us.
In spite of midnight visits from the
Fearmonger and the shock of being
burned beyond recognition in the
shower, we all emerged more confident
about who we were and what God in-
tended us to be.
Seniors Not Pictured
Scott Dodd Greg Ryan
Kurt Hansen
Steve Rupp
Tim Barnes; Finley Park, IL
Bert Chapman; Marion, IN
Chris Goeglem; Fort Wayne, IN
Herb Griffin; Grand Rapids, MI
Joe Habegger; Indianapolis, IN
Rick Hall; Lapel, IN
James Lewis. Knightstown, IN
David McClow; Northbrook, IL
Steve McGarvey; Mason, MI
Richard McGuire; Tokyo, Japan
Allen Meier; Fort McClellan, AL
Kerry Oren; Losantville, IN
Kent Oxiey; Blountsvilte, IN
Lysimahos Papanikandros Thessalonica, Greece
Doug Rohde; Erie, PA
Greg Ryan: Elyria, OH
Mark Stevens, Marion, IN
Jon Stocksdale; Union City, IN
Jerry Swartz; Amherst, OH
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Peter Bianchini, Arlington Heights IL
Phil Collins; Madison, W!
Brad Davis; Indianapolis, IN
Steve Dillon; Kokomo, IN
Roger Ericksen; Fort Wayne IN
Mark Ferraro; Bristol, CT
Steve Fowler; Marion IN
Adiey Harms; Upland, IN
Randy Jones; Ft Wayne, IN
Mark Kuiper; Jenison, MI
Steve Lhamon; Marion, IN
John Matson; Geneva, IL
Charles J May; Arcanum, OH
Mark McHenney Ft Wayne IN
Tim Neuenschwander; Berne, IN
Brian Paul; Brookville, OH
Michael Prange; Lake Orion, MI
Scott Preissler, Indianapolis, IN
Jeff Spencer; Mt, Vernon, lA
Troy Spencer; Mt. Vernon, lA
Jon Sterner; Ft Wayne, IN
Scott Taylor; Juneau, Alaska
Don Viebranz; Uniontown, OH
Brian Walton; Laurel Springs, NJ
Randy Waterman; Wheaton, IL
2nd Morris
80-81 year on Second Morns has
been one of its more eventful ones in
the past few years. Highlighted by nu-
merous pranks and shananigans in the
lady's dorms. Unbeknownst to our own
P.A.'s Ha, Ha, Ha. Other activities were:
Scope-a-date, Freshman Welcome, Pro-
fessional Wrestling Night, Floor Ban-
quet, Skating Party, Swimming Party
and Movies on the floor.
Second Morris as usual is in the race
for the intramural championship. The
80-81 year will be remembered as a
crazy and fun one. If something mis-
chievous happened on Campus, you can













































Doug Allgood; Anderson, IN
Bill Andreas; Columbia City, IN
Dan Baumann; Berne, IN
Stephen Beers; Upland, IN
Jim Birkey; Hopedale, IL
Walter Bliss; Upland, IN
Tom Boehr; Bluffton, OH
Mark Breederland; Utica, [\
Ed Brigham; Miami, FL
Phil Cook; Plainfield, IN
Mike Daub; Ft. Wayne, IN
Ken Delp; Telford, PA
Tom Fox; Berne, IN
Rick Francis; Middletown
Arlan Friesen; Upland, IN
David Hooks; Middletown
3rd Morris
The Brotherhood of Third Morris is a
tradition. The year has offered a variety
of activities - Pirate Night, the Christ-
mas party, Shiek night, rook games and
fumbles galore. Different afflictions have
struck swiftly and unexpectedly— farkle
mania, hoosier hysteria, and Phillies fe-
ver, are a few. Intramural participation
flourished as the guys showed plenty of
Spirit. The year has gone by quickly and
the tradition lives on.
Kyle Huber; Pleasantville, NJ
John Jacobsen; Flanders, NJ
Joe Jeter; Philadelphia, PA
Tim Johnson; Muncie, IN
Mike Kendall; Upland, IN
Jeff Massot; St Louis, MO
Todd Meissner; DesPlaines, IL
Michael Mishler; Ft. Wayne, IN
Ron Moser; Berne, IN
Steve Nygren; Upland, IN
Rick Pflederer; Tremont, IL
David Sommerville; Lombard, IL
Rick Sprunger; Berne, IN
SteveUnagst; Philadelphia, PA
Scott Welch; Broomall, PA
Jim Wynalda; Rockford, MI
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Craig Beadle; Westerville, OH
Randy Brannen; Summerville SC
Jay Case; Hobart, IN
Jay Caven; Meridian, ID
Mark DeHaan; Grand Rapids MI
David Dulmsky; Sargent, NE
David Fenstermacher; Walkerton, IN
Rollin Ford; Savannah, GA
Mark Fraser; Marlton, NJ
Ron Heinsman; Leo, IN
Scott Hewlett; Wheaton, !L
apolis, IN
4th Morris
ifc^^P^U l^^jk ..M^\. k J^ff Hoffman; Indian
Brad Houston; Wheaton, IL
Doug McClain; Redkey, IN
Bill McGhee; Commerce, TX
Quentin Nantz; Miami FL
Paul Orchard; Iron River MI
Scott Price; Marion, OH
Dave Ryan; Vicksburg, MI
Robert Scheerer; Springfield, PA
Tom Shevlot; Greenwood, IN
David Smith; Guys Mills, PA
Craig Speicher; Elkhart, IN
Mark Vanderveen; McMurray, IN
Doug Vogel; Bndgeton, IN
Mike Warner; Grabiil, IN
John Young; Marion, IN
Fourth Morns, better known as "The
Penthouse," began the fall term with a
large new crop of freshmen, wanting to
experience the fullest that Fourth could
offer. Did They^ . . . You decide. All of
the "elite" members of the Penthouse
shared in activities such as:
— Duff's on Sunday
—Alumni Roller-Skatmg Party
-Hay Ride with 1st North
-All Hall water battle
—Almost Probation for water battle
-3 P.A.s
— 3 "gigs" (supplement floor fund)
—Talent show togas
— No dividers in the "Johns". Complete
loss of Privacy.
—Christmas Party with Street Scenes
— "Reserved" seating during Chapel
— Freshmen Birthday Parties''
— Snow Football
Fourth Morris was rarely quiet. But it





























Kevin Brenfleck Tom Nelson
Steve Nelson Bob Pourcho
Stan Rishel Doug Smith
Dave Smith Bill Vantreuren
First East Wengatz
Just as It has been in the past, First
East turned out another great wing.
There was a great deal of new people
but they quickly became a part of this
close-knit wing. The dorm was our
home where everything imaginable hap-
pened. From late-night card games, to
just a little bit of relaxation and enjoy-
ment. It was a year we'll look back on
With fond memories: having a good time
in intramurals, enjoying the fellowship
of nightly devotions, making popcorn,
lasagne dinners, boring wing meetings,
or just sittin' around and enjoying our-
selves.
Jim Botta; Evansville IN
Carl Broman: Bluffton, IN
Jim Butler; Richmond, IN
Jim Campbell; Richmond, IN
Richard Carron; Des Moines lA
Bob Christman; Columbus, IN
J D, Clifford; Shalersville IN
Timothy Duncan; Glen Ellyn IL
Rick Everest; New Pans, IN
Doug Granitz; Elkhart, IN
Bryan Herr; Battle Creek, M
Tim Hill; Lynn, IN
Chris Houts; Celina, OH
Nathan Kastelein; Upland, IN
Randy Kennedy; Columbus, NJ
Mark Lantz; North Webster, IN
Kevin Martin; Dowagiac, Ml
Don Mettica, Amherst, NY
Duane Moore; Akron, OH
John Moran; Elkhart, IN
Timothy Morse; Dallas, TX
Dean Moyer; Mt Cory, OH
Greg Ping; Warren, IN
Rob Reneker; Warsaw, IN
Tim Sadler; Winchester, IN
Tom Saunders; Findlay, OH
John Trout; Warren, IN
Mark Wright; Alexandria, IN
(H^-v. ^
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Mark Allan Trenton Ml
Terry Allen Carmel IN
Doug Ber- Demotte IN
Tim Chu- Logansport IN
Doug Clark: Bath OH
Kevin Dayton Grand Ledge
Dave Eastman- Akron, OH
Bill Ferrell New Castle PA
Ben Fulton- Troy OH
Dave Glover Conneaut OH
Kevin Greves, Lawrenceburg IN
Kurt Hauser- Gndley IL
Fred Himebaugh, Bronson MI
Steve Hohulin- Paxton IL
Jim Horn: Nashville MI
Scot Houck: Pennville IN
Kenneth Ingold Fisher IL
Jim Johnson: Berne, IN
Judd Johnson: Berne, IN
Todd Kelly: Vicksburg, Ml
Michael Milkie: Williamsville NY
Jon Miller, Fillmore, IN
Greg Nordberg: Burton, MI
Jim Oqburn: Brazil, IN
Chris Peterson: Lawton, MI
Kevin Rich: Decatur, IN
Jay Schindler: Dayton, OH
John Schindler: Stevensville MI
Tommy Smith: Anderson, IN
Tracey Tipton: Kendallville, IN
Dan Waller: Hillsborough, CA
Bill Westrate: Wheaton, IL
John Wheeler: E Randolph NY
J ••! . •
First West Wengatz
The men of First West are men of
great diversity. Each person has an in-
tegral part of the wings personality. If a
single piece were to be removed, our
solid structure would be weakened se-
verely.
In mtramurals we backed down to no
one. Our diversity gained us respect in
every sport. While we sweated on the
battlefields, we still had the sophis-
tication to turn on the charm for the la-
dies. If young man's charm was concen-
trated on one lass in particular, he
stood an excellent chance of receiving
"The Rock."
We discussed theology and ate Le
Chef's food in between games of darts,
poker, chess, and of course, Strat-0-
Matic.
Our musical tastes were of especially
high quality. Our diversity in this area
was especially evident, from secular to
Christian music to base was untouched.
Our weekly Bible study has always
proved to be a growing experience. The
leadership rotated from week to week,
which resulted in many different for-
mats and wide spectrum of topics cov-
ered.
The sterling tradition of First West













We have a FRESH and exciting wing
with sports being a very KEY thing. We
have some ACE nicknames for some
very FUNKY athletic games. We have a
STUD who likes to MAX, and a SON
who wears JOCK-STRAPS. There's a
HUNTER who is PSYCHO, and a
FISHER man named OTTO, We have
ALL-WORLD'S like WALT and AL, and
a VAC that goes from gal to gal. There
is a THUMPER who is always at ODLE
gym, and a FATHER who is always
counseling TIM. We have a Rock Star
named SKINNARD, and guys who will
chase a BIRD m a VINYARD. We have a
couple of PALS named BROWN and
GRIFF and a NUNCE, HOLTY, and
RIFF. We also have a TOM, MEHL, and
MATT and that is the end of that.
Jim Bates; Pt Murray, NJ
Brent Bloomster; Erie, PA
Bruce Brown; Seminole, FL
Dan Brown; Upland, IN
Jim Connon; Carmel, IN
Tim Cullison; Hazelton, IN
Mike Daugherty; Ashland, IN
Dave Fisher; Bowie, MD
Leonard Fisher; Champaign, IL
Blair Freer; Lawton, MI
Dwight Funk; Portland, IN
Dave Griffey; Zanesville, OH
Tim Heard; Evansville, IN
Dean Hill; Greentown, IN
David Holt; Scotia, NY
Paul Houck, Centerville, OH
Mike Hunter; Downers Grove, IL
Scott Layman; Boca Raton, FL
Kerby Loukes; Ballston Lake, IN
Matt MacPherson; Wheaton, IN
Ken Mehl, Ligonier, IN
Ken Meyer; Downers Grove, IL
Doug Munson; Albert Lea, MN
Walt Ogilvie III; Zionsville, IN
David Reiman; Indianapolis, IN
Todd Riffell; Granger, IN
Randy Rutzen; Chicago, IL
Ken Sharrock; Newcomerstown, OH
Jeffrey Simmons; Kendallville, IN
Alan Steiner; Wakarusa, IN
Kenneth Vint, Greentown, IN
Larry Walker; South Rockwood, IN






Timothy Able, Martinsville IN
Scott Amstutz; Ft. Wayne, IN
Tim Cope; St. Louis, MO
Clark Cowden; Terre Haute IN
Rick Cox: Elkhart, IN
Doug Draear; Morton, IL
Everett Fowler,- Springville, lA
Delbert Gibson: Saginaw, MI
John Hershberger; North Judson, IN
Loren Hershberger; Judson, IN
Brad Hicks; St. Louis, MO
Greg Hill: Warren, IN
Clint Holden; Littleton, CO
Brad Hole; Indianapolis, IN
Mark Horine; Union City, IN
Ron Johnson; St John, IN
Brad Kahle; Aurora, IL
Ric Knoedler; Wheaton, IL
Torrey Labuff; Forrest Park, IL
Greg Mervine; Greenwood, DE
Rob Molzahn; Littleton, CO
Perry Cakes; Iowa City, lA
David Reid; St. Bernard, OH
John Rodgers; Belleville, PA
Craig Rupp; Lawton, MI
John Shull; Ft Wayne, IN
Ed Snyder; Westfield, IN
Mark Sumney, Ft. Wayne, IN
Brent Thomas; Rockford, IL
Dave Walker; Monroe, MI






Scott Pugsley Not Pictured:
Rick Reckner Steve Brewste
Dan Yutzy Bob Brolund
2nd West Wengatz
What can be said about 2nd West for
the 80-81 school year' Well, there was
enough activity to drive one of our
P.A.'s as far as marriage. We started
off the year by escorting our sister
wing, 2nd West Olson, to dinner on par-
ents weekend. The Taylor Yachting club
sponsored a raft race. Our pleasure
craft with the name "Watering
Wheels", seated four comfortably on
their knees and came in third in the
race. The girls of second west helped us
With that project too. We had a deli-
cious lasagna dinner prepared by the
Wengatz chef, an ice skating trip to
Fort Wayne with 4th South that was so
fun it left us in stitches, and an election
returns party that didn't last long be-
cause we knew the results so soon. The
first semester ended with the 2nd West
Night Club Christmas Carollers giving
seasons greetings to the girls of Taylor.
The second semester was upon us be-
fore we hardly realized it, and it was
just as exciting. We had a floor ski trip
up to Michigan. Also the second annual










Tom Pienkowski c^jiiL^Jm-x -.':_;',
The Cyclops is getting married; some
of the bipeds moved ofF the wing; and
all of a sudden Second Center life has
moved into a transitional state. Gone
are the days of wing disunity, the Zero
Club, apple-orange wars, and 4 A.M.
visits to the incinerator's trash shoot
(conveniently located 20 paces closer to
our rooms than 2nd East or West bath-
rooms). Although we are honored to be
the men chosen to carry on the 2nd
Center tradition of distinction, we have
decided to carry out that tradition in
less traditional ways.
Take for example our September so-
cial activity. Well, uh, maybe we should
forget that and think about, uh, the
hayride, yea, the hayride. Letting Jugs
make a U-turn on Highway 22 in a 55
M.P.H. zone? . . . How about 6 inches of
shredded computer paper covering the
wing floor at Wengatz Christmas open
house . . . the Debbie Boone "it can't be
wrong when it feels so right" Fan Club
. . . Hawaiian Bowling Night ... Oh yea,
"indeed", the All night Jokeathon . . .
and remember, one commando is worth
ten good men.
Phil Barker; Greeley, CO
Neil Beckwith; Atesville, Ml
Kerry Bowman; Lafontame, IN
Troy Bryan; Greencastle, IN
Mark Conrad; Brazil, IN
Brett Cowell; Galveston, IN
Tom Dages; Havertown, PA
John Dalton; Park Ridge, IN
Scott Doane; Otisville, MI
Jeff Frantz; Goshen, IN
Guy Hursey; Cromwell, IN
Brent Jacobus; Wayne, NJ
Randy Jenkins; Houston, TX
Rich Lantz; Glen Ellyn, IL
Kim Lindsay; Otisville, MI
Frank McPherson; Rosemont, PA
Bryan Meister; Nappanee, IN
Geoff Moore; Grand Blanc, MI
Tim Noreen; Littleton, CO
Kevin Pauley; Normal, IL
Jeff Quick; Kettering, OH
Todd Schroepfer; Hancock, NH
Tom Smith; Colorado Springs, CO
Arlin Troyer; Goshen, IN
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Dennis Amrine, Zanesville, OH
Dennis Bowers; Asliland, OH
Aaron Brown; Huntington, IN
Brian Currier; Mu5l<egon, MI
David Drallette; Climax, MI
Joey Grchan; Moline, IL
Burt Kaper; Orland Parl<, IL
Scott McCabe; Manila, NY
Phil Mulder; Muskegon, MI
Steve Ogle; Crestline, OH
Paul Rogers; Geneva, IN
Scott Rosin; Portage, MI
Jerry Sullivan; Greenwood, IN
John Swenson; Yorksville, IL
Cliff Thomas; Terre Haute, IN
Dan Thompson; Miami, FL
Scott Timmons; Lapeer, MI
Mark Walker; Rushville, IN
•^^
Brian Westrate; Wheaton, IL














Where else but 3r6 Center can you
find a group of guys who can lose every
football game except one and still have
fun'
Where else do you find a nice quiet
studying atmosphere with quiet hours
strictly enforced by the clean cut fear-
less P. A,'' (sometimes quiet hours are
as well kept as his room!) Where else
can you find wall to wall Christmas pa-
per or guys who eat with their hands at
banquets' Where else can you find the
best "chubbie bunnies" players or the
latest punk fashions? Well, we've been
called "grassholes" and worse, but we
sure had fun. We had our crazy days
and even our serious hours. The 24-
hour pray-a-thon and the Bible studies
were awesome. (Those were the serious
hours.) But I guess it all goes to show
that, "You don't have to be crazy to live
in 3rd center, but it sure helps."
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3rd East Wengatz
3rd East. Home of GUSTO. Rooms
333-351: MENTAL WARD, Diversity-
Variety— Individuality. 37 guys from 19
states living in pseudoliarmony. Amen!
Who are we' Reverend 0., Greed, Bea-
ker, Big Red, Screet-Bag, IVlad Dog,
Tlieor, Birchy, Tlie Big Geel<, Bull Dog,
Sloth, Swanny (you all know Leo), Cali-
fornia Bob, Coleslaw, Bondo, The Hag,
Man of the Cloth, alias Cro-magnum
man, Borg, Clutch— just to name a few.
What do we do' Late nights out and
about. Where' Well, EVERYwhere.
Mass cutting. Risk and backgammon
addicts. Studies' They can wait. Educa-
tion is only a state of mind. 3RD EAST
LOUNGE CINEMA. "Without Warning",
Underride, "Crossings", "The Tragic
Comic", -classics all. Indeed, men of
GUSTO, shall we ramble on?
Jonathan Baer; Wlillersburg, PA
Andy Borgstrom; LaPorte, IN
Glenn Brower; Boca Raton, FL
Edward Campbell; Muskegon, Ml
Rich Collings; Kingsbury, IN
Art Distelrath; Conneaut, OH
Anthony Faircioth; Summitville, IN
Tony Gawronski; Schererville, IN
Greg Holz; Palatine, IL
Mark Horst; Warminster, PA
Dean Landes; Lake View, NY
Jeffrey Lenz; Zionsviile, IN
Seth Marlowe; Collinsville, CT
Doug McPhail; Muskegon, MI
Dave Moe; Lake Geneva, WI
Ted Morris; Springboro, OH
Byron Mossburg; Markle, IN
Daniel Paul Norris; Coquille, OR
John Ring; Conneaut, IN
Brian Sheets; Richmond, IN
Jim Stamper; Kokomo, IN




















You have heard of the Oscar,
Grammy, Emmy, and Tony Awards,
right? Well, it is now time for the pre-
sentation of the prestigious 3rd West
Wengatz Neil IVlartin IVlemorial Awards:
Original Laughter Award Doug Bow-
man.
Have a Nice Day Award -Doug Daniels
Fall Like a Rock Award- Bob Lentz
Bubbles Award—Jay Redding
Zoom Schwartz Award — Allen Sowers
Belt Buster Award-Ron Sutherland
Freshman Hunk Award— Rob Vosler
Whipped Freshman Award— Jeff Morton
Loud Family Award- Jay Williams
Tracy Sibley Memorial Award— Troy
Leander
3 A.M Return Award-Brian Long
"Never Say Die" Tigers Award — John
Jacobi
Society To Destroy the Steelers Award-
Doug Crew
Jim Stamper Antithesis Award- Dave
Schrock
Magic Mirror Award — Larry Chizum
"The Enforcer" Award— Kirby Bradley
Golden Triangle Award-Bobby Housch
Wheels Wonder Award— Kevin Her
Bill Walton Frustrated Athlete Award-
Milan Lewis
ZZ Top "Heyaw, Heyaw" Award- Craig
Bridwell
"Hey Bro, How You Be^" Award- Dave
Calderhead
Captain of the Airwaves Award- Brad
Koenig
What's Yours is Mine Award-Leonard
Sanchez
It's , . . N'ck' Award -Paul Branks
Overused Nickname Award- Mr, Bill Ab-
igt
Cutest Little Baby Face Award Mark
Terrell
Terry Bradshaw Musician Athlete
Award- Tim Shultz
Campuses Shortest Couple Award- Pat
Mulligan, Kathy Bowman
Billy Burp Award -Mark Olson
Mohammed All Silence Is Golden
Award-Mike Leburg
World Traveller Award Dave Entwistle
Hunter of the Hunter Award -Jim Allan
Captain Video Award -Tim Him-
melwright
'Gammon Master Award — Ray Pfahler
"The Dream" Award-Dean Ripberger
Pie on the Head Award—Tony Snyder
Room 312's Gift to Women Award-
Bruce Pritchett
3rd West Wengat.z
Bill Abigt; Cedar Rapids, lA
Jim Allan- Trenton MI
Doug Bowman: New Pans IN
Kirby Bradley: Pardeeville WI
Paul Branks- Trenton, MI
Craig Bridwell- St Charles MO
Dave Calderhead Mansfield OH
Larry Chizunr Knox IN
Doug Crew: Akron OH
Doug Daniels- Fredericktown OH
Dave Entwistle: Camp Hill PA
Tim Himmelwright: Allentown PA
Kevin Her: Van Wert OH
John Jacobi: Trenton, Ml
Troy Leander: Canton, IL
Mike Leburg: Fowler, IN
Bob Lentz: Ona, WV
Milan Lewis: Metamora, IL
Brian Long Ashland OH
Jeff Morton: Gallon, OH
Pat Mulligan: Canton, IL
Mark Olson- Franklin, WI
Bruce Pritchett: Frankton IN
Jay Redding: Huntington, IN
^ David Schrock: Cedar Rapids, lA
^. , j Joel Timothy Shultz: Milan, IL
"J I Tony Snyder: Knox, IN
" Allen Sowers; Louisville, KY
Ron Sutherland: Elmhurst, IL
Mark Terrell; Lebanon, IN
Rob Vosler: Birmingham, MI








Rod Bare; Liberty Center, OH
Dan Burge; Wilmington, DE
Dave Cocanower; Panama
Fesum Demeke; Ft Wayne, IN
Keith Duncan; Wheaton, IL
Russ Duttweiler; Lancaster, NY
Dan Edwards; Miami, FL
Robert Engel; Houston, TX
Dave Ferris; Wlilton, IN
Brian Ferro; West Chicago, IL
Mark Fields; Wit Vernon, IL
Mark Freer; Saint Mary's OH
Chris Gerardot; Ft. Wayne, IN
Roger Gerig; Auburn, IN
Paul Hickox; Naperville, IL
Tim Kneuss; Celina, OH
Wayne Landis; Claypool, IN
Steve Long; Wabash, IN
Dan Marsh; York, AL
Mark Mentzer; Marmora, NJ
Robert Neighbour; Amhuerst, OH
Mark Nussbaum; Upland, IN
John Rexroth; Indianapolis, IN
Scott Simpson; Cedar Falls, lA
Mike Springer; Bloomington, IN
Jonathon Taylor; East Strougsburg, PA
Luke Veldt; Grand Rapids, MI
Harvey Warwick III; St. Petersburg, FL
Gary Waterman; Farmington Hills, MI





Send your tax-deductible dollars to
Swallow-Robin Academy for Young
Men. The Academy is a non-profit orga-
nization designed to further the spiri-
tual, physical, and least of all mental
education of its residents.
Located just ofT-campus from Taylor
University, the Swallow-Robin Academy
is housed in an architectural master-
piece of an edifice. The building is con-
structed to combine elegant living quar-
ters for three types of animals: humans,
rats and cockroaches.
Under the apathetic leadership of the
P.A.'s, Randall and Kent, the environ-
ment in the academy is conducive.
Highlights of the year include:
The Third West Blight, Reaching epi-
demic proportions, many Academy
members were struck this year. Some
recovered, only to be struck again be-
fore the year was out. (Some will never
recover.)
Professors Steve Long and Keith
Duncan led a course in The Importance
of Dependability and Building Effective
Relationships.
Dr. Harvey Warwick, head of our Po-
litical Science Department, taught a
course in campaign management.
'Assistant Professor Bete Demeke
took a sabbatical from the Sociology
Department and conducted a study,
trying the patience of the Kokomo KKK.
Professor Jeff Ludwig (Phi Beta
Kappa) was unanimously voted Scholar
of the Year, while his former roommate,
Jim (move it along, son) Teela was
voted "Q" of the year.
Coaching staff, Zehr, Akers, Gerardot,
Duttweiler, and Golland did a tremen-
dous job improving the athletic problem
and at the same time providing athletic
supporters for the Academy.
Geology Professors Rexroth, Simpson,
Taylor, and Yost teach us about Hunt-
ing for Rocks, or "How to waste six
months pay so she'll kiss you good-
night." (By the way, April 16th was a
darned good prediction, Randall). Rev-
erend Flip Jamieson started his own
convent of sisters (and their brothers
are still looking for him.)
Parents, if you want your son to ben-
efit from the unique living experience of
the Academy, or if you just want to
send a donation, call us at ext. 217. Ask
for Skippy.























Tim Baker; Lansing, MI
Janice Beihold; Decatur, IN
Andy Billing; Littlefalls, NY
Bret Brase; Zionsville, IN
Jeff Bryan; Berne, IN
Mike Burclnfield; Lincoln, NE
NJ
Amy Burdick; Plamwell, MI
ark Burkholder; Denver, PA
Jeff Butcfier; Kokomo, IN
William Cargo; Brighton, MI
Cristin Case; Union City, IN
Cfieryl Dilly; Hartford City, IN
Jofin Ducfiien; East Peoria, IL
Ellen Eckert; Wauwatosa, WI
Katfiy Frye; Upland, IN
Karen Garner; Cherry Hill, NJ
Rick Gates; Upland, IN
Greg Herbster; Lakeville, IN
Gary Huffman; Madison, IN
Randall Hugties; Marion, IN
Bob Jackson; Marion, IN
Jill Jackson; Marion, IN
Cheryl Johnson; Western Spring, IL
obbi Jones; Upland, IN
Elizabeth Karonga; Salisbury, Rhodesia
Wendy Knee; Marion, IN
Chris Larson; Wilmette, IL
Lisa Lickliter; Indianapolis, IN
ev Lindquist; Homewood, IL
Scott Martin; Zanesville, IN
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Off Campus
Mark Metzger; Upland, IN
Laura McCann; Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Debbie McCollum; Upland, IN
Dan Miller; Vancouver, WA
Wes Mills; Cumberland Center, ME
Gary Mosteller; Silver Lake, OH
Kent Mosher; Westerville, OH
Mark Muir; Joliet, IL
Beth Nelson; Upland, IN
Stephen Nelson, Van Wert, OH
Steve Nelson; Wheaton, IL
Deb Niequist; Algonquin, IL
Scott Norris; Winchester Bay, OR
Jamie Penrod; Marion, IN
Jeff Perrine; Garden City, MI
Marjorie Ramer; Wakarusa, IN
Tim Roye; Upland, IN
Judy Schneider; Wausa, NE
Bonny Lee Simonsen; Randolph, NJ
Gary Sloyer; Bethlehem, PA
Wendy Soderquist; West Chicago, IL
Mary Stair; Jonesboro, IN
Johanna Stark; Ballwin, MO
Tim Stevenson; Upland, IN
Shan Templeton; Union City, IN
Barb Thalls; New Castle, IN
Tom Thalls; New Castle, IN
Rhonda Waikel; Upland, IN
Maureen Waldron; Sparta, NJ
Phill Walton; Upland, IN
Vickie Wessel; Zionsville
Sandy Wilson; Plymouth
Mike Wolford; Escondido, CA
























'Now glory be to God who by His mighty
power at work within us is able to do far
more than we would ever dare to ask or
even dream of- infinitely beyond our high-






"For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision
nor uncircumcision has any value The only














"In all your ways acknowledge Him and He






"Therefore since we receive a kingdom
which cannot be shaken let us offer to God












Jayman A, Avery III
Wheaton, IL
Social Studies, BS
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and
do not rely on your own insights. In all
your ways acknowledge Him, and He will




Early Childhood Education, AA
"Let the little children come to me and
don't try to stop them for of such is the
Kingdom of God. This is the truth I tell
you, whoever does not receive the Kingdom






"I thank God that without ceasing I have







"As water reflects a face, so a man's heart
reflects the man"
Proverbs 2719
Lawrence William Bauer Jr.
Kearney, NE






"He IS no fool who gives up that which he







"Let love be genuine . . . love one another
with brotherly affection; out do one an-
other m showing honor . . Rejoice with
those who rejoice, weep with those who
weep."




"The woods are lovely, dark and deep But
1 have promises to keep, and miles to go








Physical and Special Education
BS
Have I not commanded you^ Be
strong and courageous. Do not be terrified,
do not be discouraged, for the Lord your






"Rejoice m the Lord always and again 1
will say rejoice Be anxious for nothing, but
in everything by prayer and suoplication
with thanksgiving let your requests be
made known to God "
IVlatthew A Bolinger
Kokomo, IN
Communications Theatre Art, BA
"All I have seen teaches me to trust the







"But seek ye first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness; and all these things






"Commit your way to the Lord, trust also












"He IS no fool who gives up what he can-





"Peace cannot be kept by force It can only








"Do not abandon wisdom, and she will
protect you; love her and she will keep you
safe Getting wisdom is the most important
thing you can do Whatever else you get
get insight."
Proverbs 4 6 7
Ernest Lee Bradley Jr.
Marion, IN
Elementary Education, BS
"The serenity Prayer: God, give me sere-
nity to accept what cannot be changed
courage to change what should be
changed and wisdom to distinguish the




"For 1 am convinced that neither death
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities nor
things present nor things to come, nor
powers, nor height, nor depth nor any
other created things, shall be able to sepa-
rate us from the love of God which is in





Physical Education Health, BS
"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart, and
lean not unto thine own understanding In






"1 am the vine you are the branches He
who abides in me, and I in him, he it is
that bears much fruit for apart from me
you can do nothing,"
John 15:5
Patrick J, Briede II
Decatur, IN
Physical Education, BS







"Weary to be home again Among the
faces of my friends The day is done Can-
dles burning by the sun Are waiting for
me Patiently I wish the same for you,"










The gi-eatest use of life is to soend 't for




But they that wait upon the Lord shall re-
new their strength- they shall mount uo
with wings as eagles they shall run and












"Call unto me and 1 will answer you and












"1 can do everything through Him who






, . No eye has seen, no ear has heard, no
mind has conceived what God has prepared






"This akamai wahine is pau ala Mahalo oe
for your kokua. Wiklwiki makai to Ghana







"And be not conformed to this world; but
be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is that good,






Dreams will fade, and so do dreamers





"But the goal of our instruction is Love
from a pure heart and a good conscience





"I have set the Lord continually before me;






"I believe in Christianity as I believe that
the sun has risen, not because 1 see it, but





"Rejoice Evermore. Pray without ceasing.
In everything gi^e thanks: for this is the





"Do not be afraid, Daniel, for from the
first day that you set your heart on under-
standing this and on humbling yourself be-
fore your God, your words were heard and




Political Science and Business Ad-
ministration, BA
"When we think in terms of our destiny we
have the inclination to think of what we
will do rather than what shall be. It is the
same type of thinking when applied to our
present life that puts the emphasis on what
we shall be doing or what we should be



















"Be beautiful inside, in your hearts, with
the lasting charm of a gentle and quiet
spirit which Is so precious to God
"




"Brethren, I do not regard myself as having
laid hold of it yet; but one thmg I do: for-
getting what lies behind and reachmg for-
ward to what lies ahead, I press on toward
the goal for the prize of the upward call of






"No man is worth his salt who is not ready
at all times to risk his body, to risk his







"And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to






"Therefore, my beloved brethren, Be ye
steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord, for as much as ye













"When all is one, and one is all. To be a

















"There is only one thing left to say Fear
God and obey His commands, because this








"And whatever you do, whether word or
deed, do it all in the name of the Lord







'For we know that all things work together




"What you do speaks so loudly, I can't







"Clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus
Christ, and do not think about how to
gratify the desires of the sinful nature
Romans 13:14




"1 have been crucified with Christ, it is no
longer I who live but Christ who liveth in
me; and the life which I now live in the
flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who




"God IS ready to assume full responsibility




Communication Theatre Arts, BA
"But everything you see's not the way it
seems -tears can sing and joy shed tears
You can take the wisdom of this world and









Joy Ellyn Kruizenga Doles
Virgie, IN
English, BS
"God is our refuge and strength, an ever


















"If you Believe m a God who confols the
big things you have to believe m a God
who controls the little things It 15 us to






"Now glory be to God who by His mighty
power at work within us is able to do far
more than we would ever dare to ask or
even dream of -infinitely beyond our high-




Christian Education Systems BS
"Let us not become weary in doing good
for at the proper time we will reap a har-
vest if we do not give up Therefore as we
have opportunity let us do good to ail
people especially to those who belong to




Physics Math Systems, BS
"Blessed is the man who perseveres under
trial, because when he has stood the test
He will receive the victor's crown, the life






"No eye has seen No ear has heard. No
mind has conceived what God has prepared
for those who love Him "




"Take delight in the Lord and he will give
you the desires of your heart Commit your






"But they that wait upon the Lord shall re-
new their strength: they shall mount up
with wings like eagles: they shall run, and









"My protection and success come from
God alone. He is my refuge a Rock where
no enemy can reach me my people, trust
Him all the time. Pour out your longings





"Love bears all thmgs, believes all things,
hopes all thmgs, endures all thmgs LOVE
NEVER FAILS "




"Delight yourself in the Lord, and he will






"It 15 only with the heart that one can see
rightly; what is essential is invisible to the
eye
"
—The Little Prince by St. Exupery
Christopher Nathan Gardner Sr.
Wysox, PA
Biblical Literature, BA
"Stand fast therefore in the liberty where-
with Christ hath made us free For
brethren, ye have been called unto liberty,
only use not liberty for an occasion to the







"That I shall not be put to shame in any-
thing, but that with all boldness, Christ
shall even now, as always, be exalted in my






"Therefore my beloved brethren, be ye
steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord, for as much as ye






"Blessed is the man who perseveres under
trial, because when he has stood the test,
he will receive the crown of life that God








"Fear not, for ! am with you Do not be
dismayed I am your God 1 will strengthen
you, I will help you; 1 will uphold you with




Physical Education Health, BS
"Let love be your greatest aim,"




"May God grant me to speak as he would
wish and express thoughts worthy of his
gifts, since he himself is the guide of Wis-




Spanish, Political Science, BS, BA







"Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author
and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy
set before him endured the cross, scorning
its shame, and sat down at the right hand









"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,










I have no fear of dying, nor of living
What frightens me is not to be able to dis-
tinguish between life and death There are







"As I walk through each new day in life
may I always strive to live it for God, or




"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and
do not lean on your own understanding In
all your ways acknowledge Him and He






"The Lord will fulfill his purpose for me
your love Lord endures forever do not








"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart, and
ean not unto thine own understanding In







"It would be nice if people liked me and





"If you do not understand my silence you










"Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and
do not lean on your own understanding."
Proverbs 3 5-6
Barbara Anne S. Harsch
Upland, IN
Social Work, BS
"Trust in the Lord with all thy heart and
lean not on they own understanding In all
thy ways acknowledge him and he will





Computer Science Systems, BS
"Let us fix our eyes on Jesus the author
and perfector of our faith who for the joy
set before him endured the cross scorning
Its shame and sat down at the right hand












"Continue in what you have learned and
have become convinced of, for you know
those from whom you have learned it "
II Timothy 3 14
Cleone Faythe Heebner
Greenwood, IN
Physical Education Health, BS
"Not that I speak in respect or want, for I
have learned that in whatsoever state I am,






"I want to know Christ and the power of
his resurrection and the fellowship of shar-











"Enjoy life with the woman whom you love
all the days of your fleeting life which he
has given to you under the sun: for this is
your reward in life, and in your toil in






"Lord, when doubts fill my mind, when my
heart IS in turmoil, quiet me and give me






"And we know that all things work to-






"Be strong and of good courage, be not
afraid, neither be thou dismayed; for the







"And He Himself existed before all things






Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,




Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada
Philosophy/ Psychology, BA






"So let us know, let us press on to know
the Lord His going forth is as certain as
the dawn. And He will come to us like the









History Political Science, BA
"Various longings oftentimes inflame thee
and drive forwards with vehemence; but
consider whether thou be moved for My






"Is your life full of difficulties and tempta-
tions' Then be happy, for when the way is
rough your patience has a chance to grow.
So let it grow and don't try to squirm out
of your problems When your patience is in
full bloom then you will be ready for any-






"Do nothing from selfishness or empty
conceit, but with humility of mind let each
of you regard one another as more impor-
tant than himself, do not merely look out












"Wait on the Lord: Be of good courage,
and He shall strengthen thine heart: wait, I






"Ask and it will be given to you; seek and
you will find; knock and the door will be
opened to you For everyone who asks re-
ceives, he who seeks finds; and to him who















"My help cometh from the Lord, which




Physical Education Health, BS
"For we are His workmanship, created in
Christ Jesus unto good works, which God






"Mira hacia la luz, y las sombras de la




"The greatest of all mistakes is to do noth-




"Knowing that the testing of your faith
produces endurance and let endurance
have Its perfect result, that you may be






"Be anxious for nothing, but in everything
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiv-
ing let your requests be made known to
God, and the peace of God, which sur-
passes all comprehension, shall guard your















Early Childhood, BS ECE
"And we know that all things work to-
gether for good to them that love God, to






"There is three things that remain -faith,







"Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and
do not lean on your own understanding. In
all your ways acknowledge Him, and He








"Greater love has no one than this, that
one lay down his life for his friends."
John 15:13




Communication Theatre Arts, BA
Pamela Jean Kareus
Rochester, MI
Communication Theatre Arts, BA
"Forget about the pursuit of happiness,
that way lies grief. Concentrate instead on
the happiness of pursuit,"
Thomas Floyd Kemner
Scotia, NY
Communication Theatre Arts, BA
Physical Education, BS
"Walk tall .








"For 1 have learned to be content in what-





'Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but






"Be strong and courageous and get to
work. Don't be frightened by the size of the
task, for the Lord my God is with you, he
will not forsake you He will see to it that






"Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch
cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides
in the vine, so neither can you, unless you





"Trust in the Lord completely; don't ever
trust yourself In everything you do, put
God first, and He will direct you and crown





puter Science Systems Analysis,
BS SYS






"Fix your thoughts on what is true and
good and right. Think about things that are
pure and lovely, and dwell on the fine, good
things in others. Think about all you can





"For I live in eager expectation and hope
that I will never do anything that will cause
me to be ashamed of myself but that I will
always be ready to speak out boldly for
Christ while I am going through all these
trials here, just as I have in the past; and
that I will always be an honor to Christ,












"Be diligent to present yourself approved
to God as a workman who does not need to







"... I count all thmgs to be loss in view of
the surpassing value of knowing Christ
Jesus my Lord, for when I have suffered
the loss of all things, and count them but
rubbish in order that I may gam Christ "
Philippians 38
^ Bryan Dale Krick
Wayne, MI
Business Systems, BS
"According to my earnest expectation and
hope that I shall not be put to shame in
anything, but that with all boldness Christ
shall even now as always be exalted in my





"Blessed is the man who trusts in the
Lord, and whose trust is the Lord. For he
will be like a tree planted by a stream and
will not fear when the heat comes; but its
leaves will be green and it will not be anx-






"But whatever was to my profit I now con-
sider loss for the sake of Christ, What is
more, I consider everything a loss com-
pared to the surpassing greatness of know-
ing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I
have lost all things. I consider them rub-




Communications Theatre Art, BA
Ronald D. Lanier
Arlington, IL










'Look, what thy soul holds dear imagine







"Of making many books there is no end







"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart, and
lean not unto thine own understanding In





Math Computer Science, BS
"Trust m the Lord with all thine heart, and
lean not unto thine own understanding In







"Not that I have already obtained it or
have already become perfect, but I press
on in order that I may lay hold of that for



















Therefore since we have so great a cloud
of witnesses surrounding us let us also lay
aside every encumbrance, and the sm
which so easily entangles us and let us run







"And we know that God causes all things
to work together for good to those who






'Hallelujah' For the Lord God Omnipotent
reigneth . , And He shall reign for ever
and ever King of Kings and Lord of Lords
Hallelujah'"










"I know not but God knows; I cannot but





"Trust in the Lord with all thy heart and
lean not unto thine own understanding In






"No dear brothers I am still not all I
should be but I am bringing all my energies
to bear on this one thing forgetting the






'The most I can do for my friend is simply








"The Lord will watch over your coming and







"Let your light shme before men, that they






"Fear thou not; For I am with thee; be not
dismayed; For I am thy God: I will
strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee; yea I








"What lies behind you and what lies before













"For we who live are constantly being de-
livered over to death for Jesus' sake, that
the life of Jesus also may be manifested in
our mortal bodies."
II Corinthians 4:11
^ Walter Ervin McRae III
Charlotte, NC
Christian Education, BA
"It is good that you grasp one thing, and
also not let go of the other; for the one






Tom A. McWatters III
Delta, OH
Mathematics, BS
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose

















"The Lord is my light and my salvation;
whom shall 1 fear? The Lord is the strength





"So then let us pursue the things which make













"So do not fear. For I am with you: do not
be dismayed, for 1 am your God. I will strength-
en you and help you; 1 will uphold you with








"My command is this; Love each other as I
have loved you. Greater love has no one






Be anxious for nothing, but m everythmg
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiv-
ing let your requests be made known to
God And the peace of God, which sur-
passes all comprehension shall guard your





"Surely God is my salvation, 1 will trust
and not be afraid The Lord is my strength






Be anxious for nothing but in everything
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiv-
ng let your requests be made known to
God And the peace of God, which sur-
oasses all comprehension shall guard your









"My soul waits in silence for God only;
from Him is my salvation. He is my rock
and my salvation, my stronghold, I shall










"Two and two continue to make four in
spite of the whine of the amateur for








"Whom have I in heaven but Thee^ And
besides Thee, I desire nothing on earth My
flesh and my heart may fail, but God is the










"Behold God is my salvation, I will trust
and not be afraid; for the Lord God is my









"But they that wait upon the Lord shall re-
new their strength; they shall mount with
wings as eagles; they shall run and not be





"Let the words of my mouth, and the med-
itation of my heart, be acceptable in thy






"Be joyful always, pray without ceasing,
and in everything give thanks, for this is




Physical Education Health, BS
"But they that wait upon the Lord shall re-
new their strength They shall mount up
with wings like eagles; they shall run and










gion Bible Literature, BA
"Where is the wise man'' Where is the
scholar? Where is the philosopher of this
age? Has not God made foolish the wisdom
of the world'' For since in the wisdom of
God the world through its wisdom did not
know Him, God was pleased through the





Political Science, BS SYS
"Life is like a fan, you stand in front of it


















"One thing I have asked from the Lord,
that I shall seek: That I may dwell in the
House of the Lord all the days of my life,
to behold the beauty of the Lord, and to





"Let no one look down upon your youthful-
ness, but rather m speech, conduct, love,
faith, and purity, show yourself an example







Social Studies, BS SED
"Remember this your lifetime through-
Tomorrow, there will be more to do . .
And failure waits for all who stay
with some success made yesterday . . .
Tomorrow, you must try once more










"If someone asks of you to walk with them
















"Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm.
Let nothing move you. Always give your-
selves fully to the work of the Lord, be-
cause you know that your labor in the Lord
is not in vain."
I Corinthians 15:58
1 Deric Bruce Potts
Upland, IN
Biology Systems, BS
"In all thy ways acknowledge him, and He





"Let us draw near with a true heart in full
assurance of faith, having our hearts
sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our
bodies washed with pure water. Let us hold
fast the profession of our faith without





Music Business, BA AA








"Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give





"The Lord your God . . . Will rejoice over you






"To whom much is given much will be re-












"Therefore my dear brothers be steadfast,
immovable, always abounding in the work of
the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in





"The Lord is my strength and my shield; my
heart trusted in him, and I am helped there-
fore my heart greatly rejoiceth, and with my





"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart, and
lean not unto thine own understanding. In all






"Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, and I
took the one less traveled by. And that has








"And we know that all things work together
for good to them that love God, to them who





"Now the God of hope fill you with all joy
and peace in believing, that you may abound
in hope through the power of the Holy Ghost."
Romans 15;13
Donald Arthur Richards
New Hyde Park, NY
Business Computer Science
BS SYS
"Teach me to do your will, For You are my






"There never seems to be enough time to do





"Be devoted to one another in brotherly love
... not lagging behind in diligence, fervent




Biology Pre-Med, BS SYS
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and
lean not on your own understanding; in all





Math Computer Science, BS
"Whatever you do, do your work heartily, as
















'Do not conform any longer to the pattern
of this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind. Then you will be
able to test and approve what God's will





"When 1 was a child I spoke as a child, I
understood as a child, I thought as a child-






'And the peace of God which passeth all
understanding shall keep your hearts and





"Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and
do not lean on your own understanding In
all your ways acknowledge Him, and He







"How bless IS the man who finds wisdom
and the man who gains understanding. She
is more precious than jewels; and nothing
you desire compares with her. Her ways
are pleasant ways, and her paths are
peace She is a tree of life to those who







"The Lord is my light and my salvation;
whom shall 1 fear'' the Lord is the strength






"Whom have I in heaven but Thee^ And
there is none above the earth that I desire
beside Thee My flesh and heart faileth, but










"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I
live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and
the life 1 now live in the flesh I live by the
faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and





"Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a grain of
wheat falls into the earth and dies it re-






"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I
live; yet not 1, but Christ liveth in me: and
the life which I now live in the flesh I live
by the faith of the Son of God, who loved






"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give
unto you: not as the world giveth give 1
unto you Let not your heart be troubled,






"I will instruct you and teach you the way






"Faith IS the substance of things hoped






"And that, knowing the time, that now it is
high time to awake out of sleep: for now is





"Humble yourselves, therefore, under
God's mighty hand, that he may lift you up
in due time. Cast all your anxiety on him
because he cares for you."







"To him who by means of his power worl<ing
in us is able to do so much more than we





"God is our refuge and strength, a very










"Consider it all joy my brethren, when you
encounter various trials, knowing that the















"He who pursues righteousness and love finds





"Whom have 1 in heaven but you? And being
with you, i desire nothing on earth. My flesh
and my heart may fail, but God is the strength








"Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, In his great mercy he has given
us new birth into a living hope through the
resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead,
and into an inheritance that can never perish,
spoil or fade-kept in heaven for you, who
through faith are shielded by God's power
until the coming of the salvation that is ready





"I have been crucified with Christ and I no
longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life
1 now live in the body, I live by faith in the
Son of God, who loved me and gave himself
for me. I do not set aside the grace of God,
for if righteousness could be gained through





"I know not what the future holds, but I know







"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and
lean not on your own understanding; in all






"Dreams grow old, and so do dreamers;





"Mot that I have already obtained it, or have
already become perfect, but I press on in order
that I may lay hold of that for which I was














"Charm is deceitful, and beauty is vain, but







"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his







"And be not conformed to this world, but
be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is the will of










"Do you not know that in a race are many
runners, but only one gets the prize Run
to receive that prize. Do not run like a man
running aimlessly. Do not run so you are
disqualified. Run with your eyes on Christ




"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and


















"Brmg thy sorrow, and watch for the sun-
rise of the resurrection Yea, verily there
Cometh always a resurrection-a morning














"And be not conformed to this world but
be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is that good





"But seek ye first the kingdom and his
righteousness, and all these things will be







Physical Education Health, BS
"I will instruct you (says the Lord) and
guide you along the best pathway for your









"For this IS the will of my Father, that ev-
eryone who beholds the Son and believes in
him may have Eternal Life; and I myself











"We know that in all things God works for
good for those who love Him, who have




Early Childhood Education, BS
Timothy Joseph Wesoiek
Lansing, MI
Communication Theatre Arts, BA
"Therefore do not worry about tomorrow,
for tomorrow will worry about itself Each





"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,





Philosophy of Religion, BA
"Hear, Israel. The Lord our God is one
Lord, and you shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul,






"And He said unto me, my grace is suf-















"But seek first His kingdom and His right-









"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and
lean not on your own understanding: in all
your ways acknowledge Him, and He will





"Greater love has no one than this, that





"In the same way, any of you who does not






"Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. And
we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the
Lord's glory, are being transformed into
his likeness with every-increasing glory,








Elementary Education Art, BS
"Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also






Yet, Lord, you are our Father We are
the clay, you are the potter; we are all the





"Therefore, since we are surrounded by so
great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay
aside every weight, and sin which clings so
closely, and let us run with perseverance
the race that is set before us, looking to
Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our
faith, who for the joy that was set before






Deep calls to deep in the roar of your wa-
ter falls; all your waves and breakers have
swept over me. By day the Lord directs his
ove, at night his song is with me-a prayer












"He IS not fool who gives up what he can-

















ILIUIVi: What do you feel is your most important
contribution in tlie years you've been at Taylor?
Dr. Rediger: ''Regional accreditation, and accredi-
tation of the teacher education program. We be-
came a member of the Associated Colleges of In-
diana, and I helped plan the campus which goes
beyond the original 1940 version of a few build-
ings—not even including the library.
Taylor is not primarily facilities, and has come to
be considered one of the few fine Christian Col-
leges in this country. That means selection of
people and keepmg these things in balance good
adequate facilities for this student body, academic
excellence, and student values. There has not been
an overemphasis on bricks and mortar. We've
maintained a balance in growth, with the emphasis
on people— all on a base that God can bless."
ILIUM: Mrs. Rediger, are there ways that you help
change your husband's mind to your way of think-
ing?
Mrs. Rediger: "Oh sure, through discussion. Often
through the evening when he starts talking, I'll
give my opinion. Sometimes I sense change, but
not always."
ILIUM: What do you see as your rewards?
Dr. Rediger: "I wouldn't have done anything else
in our 38 years here. There is a joy of being in-
volved with the people we have here. There are
long-range results, like what our graduates are
doing. There is nothing in the ministry that can
provide as many rewards as in a Christian College
setting. People are the biggest reward— more than
salaries or any other benefits."
ILIUM: What recommendations do you have for
the next presidenf
Dr. Rediger: "Taylor University ten or twenty years
from now will be what somebody envisions in lead-
ership now, wants it to be, sets goals and direc-
tions, and is super careful in the selection of
people to make it happen. No one can do it by
himself. Be sensitive to people and their needs,
and the creative contributions of good people
carefully selected. This also applies to students.
You have to have a certain measure of com-
patibility. The main function of the president of
the '80's will be to select right people to perform
leadership roles of a Christian College. He can't
conform to certain lifestyles just to have a Job
here. One has to share in the essence of Taylor
and its mission or else the students will suffer."
ILIUM: Mrs. Rediger, what recommendations do
you have for the next President's wife?
Mrs. Rediger: "Be very conscious of the needs of
the faculty already here, have an open door for
students, and a feeling on campus that you really
care. That's a matter of hosting campus people
with a warm compassionate feeling,"
184
Vice President; Jerry Roberts
Right; Vice President; Robert Pitts
President's Secretary Academic Affairs
^$ww
Mattie Sellers renda Mantha
Admissions




Above, left to right: Dons Wallace, Helen Jones, Betty Freese, Howard Taylor,
Buildings and Grounds and Housekeeping
onii
Above, left to right. Seated: Dan Kuma, Fred Richardson, Standing: Jim Card, Judy
Shockey Shelly Tungate, Bruce Dodds,
Above, left to right Row 1: Diana Jones, Brenda IVlcKuen, Mildred
Butler, Linda Ford, Row 2 Jan Wallace, Ruth Ford Rosie Davis,
Linda Sheets,
Left, left to right: Sid Hall, Todd Seabold, Russ
Clark, Gordon McDonald, Bill Gross, Dick Leffingwell
Jim Case, Gayla Pearsom, Rolland Whipple, Chuck
Cox, Nancy Rickner, Dave Ratlif^f, Gail Bragg
187
Board of Trustees
Around the table left to right: Donald Jacobsen, John Hershey, Walter Randall, Grafton Moore, Milo Rediger, David Boyer, Lester
Gerig, LaRita Boren, James Barnes, Earl Hartman, Richard Russell, Paul Wills. Inside table; Leroy King, Robert Coughenour,
Marshall Welch, Robert Gilkison, Charles Skillmg, Carl Hassel.
Bookstore
Left to Right: Jane Kurtz, Martha Plank, Bob Neideck, Karen Travilla,
188
Controller
Left to Right: Edwin Chappell, Lorene Robbins, Betty Woodruff, Betty Murray, Nancy Howard,




Left to Right- Alane Messersniith, AJ Anglin,
Estate Planning
Left to Right: (seated) LaVonna Shockey, (standing) Willard Anderson, Jeff Ahlseen, Gordon LeffingwelL
190
Financial A id
. :a^ .:i—^ v\> »-
Seated: Lynelle Beeson, Sharon Hopkins, Standing: Steve Howell, Tom Ayres,
Food Service
Hall Directors
Top left to right Gene Cason, Gary Cason, Inez Nelson,
Bonnie Hall, Mildred Kindlesparger, Mary Spencer, Pat
Thurman, Carol Jackson, Tom Cason, Bottom, left to right:
Helen Miller, Shirley Poling, Mickey Colbert, Lucy Cole,
Ruth Trees, Mary Adams, Mary Poling, Bonnie Helvie.
Back, left to right: Brian Christy, Tim Hermann Center, left to right:
Kathy Stafford, Nancy Cicero, Diane Meyer Front, left to right: Mo-
zelle Williams, Jim Hendricks,
191
Health Center
Right, left to right Lou Roth, Virgina Huston, Ruth Rickne
Housekeeping
Above, left to right Row 1 Betty Felton, Marilyn Dodds, Alta Smith, Paula Jerrett, Viola Dilley, Barb Plaste-
rer, Row 2: Wanda Watson, Bonnie Wilson, Barb Morgan, Joyce Morton Ro* 3 John Collins, Gary Barker,
Paul Reed
Learning Skills Center
Right, left to right: Irma Newman, Billie Manor.
192
Post Office Print Shop
Above Anna Holdcroft and Esther Bragg
Right- Left to right: James Barker, Sharon Ewbank, Barb Case,
and John Headrick-
Records
Above: Left to right; Marilyn Evans, Carmen Taylor, Peni Roseberry, and LaGatha Adkmson,
193
Security
Above, Left to Right Basil Dempsey, Kim Weiler, Randy Smith Randall Martin Tom Tnol
Seiyice Operations
Above, Left to Right Laura Huston, Charles Newman, Carolin Dreskill,
194
Student Development
Above, Left to Right: Walt Campbell, Betty Ann Atkins, Gaylene Smith, Nancy Cicero, Tom Davis, Dons Hardley, Brian Chri sty.
Student Programs Student Ministries
Above, Left to Right Steve Doles, William Hill, Julia Hill,




Blair Dowden Dennis Norton
University Relations
Left to Right- Joyce Fox, Barbara Stedman, Wilbur Cleveland
196
Faculty
The official duties of
Taylor's faculty as teach-
ers, informers, and com-
municators are easy to
see. Yet, more than that,
they are guides, examples,
friends, and spiritual
brothers and sisters to us
in Christ. Oftentimes, their
personal faith and com-
mitment shine clearly
through them in the class-
room environment as they
integrate liberal arts with
a Christian world-view.
Their faith extends beyond
the bounds of the class-
room as students and fac-
ulty form deep spiritual
friendships. By praying
and sharing together, a
bond is created, a certain
unity is molded, which no
textbook or lecture can
define. It is this spirit
which fosters both in-
tellectual and spiritual
growth in the Taylor
learning experience.
Art
Ray Bullock, Craig Moore, Aletha Jones
197
Biology
Above, left to right. George Harrison, E. Richard Squires, Elisabeth Poe, Timothy Burkholder.
Business
Above, left to right, seated: Bob Benjamin, Lee Erickson, Standing. Dan Craig, Stan Rotruck, Bob Gortner
198
Chemistry
Above, left to right: Vickie Hess, A J Anglin, Stan Burden, LeRoy Kroll.
Christian Education and Religion
Above, left to right; Charles Wilson, Fred Luthy, Herbert Nygren, Renee Norton, Sig Zieike, Win Corduan, Larry Helyer.
199
Communication Theater Arts
Above, left to right, seated Jessie Rousselow Standing Joanne Kemp, Dale Jackson, Ollie Hubard, Tim Kirkpatrick,
Jeanne Bullock
Education
Above, left to right: Dan Jeran, Marian Kendall, Jane Hodson, Roberta Ratliff, Josephine Miller, Joe Burnworth, Robert Freese,
Helen Rogers, Carl Rice, Patty Walker, Becky Owen, Mildred Chapman, Suzanna Hartman, David Hess, Pat Forsythe.
200
English
Above, left to right: Rhonda Gretillat, Tara Davis, Frances Ewbank, Edward Dinse, William Fry, Kenneth Swan, Beluah Baker
History y Geography, and Ancient Language
Above, left to right; William Ringenberg, Dale Heath, Roger Jenkmson, Alan Winquist, Dwight Mikkelson.
Modern Language
Left, left to right Phil Jones, Carl Gongwer, Janet Loy.
201
Library
Above Lower Library, left to right Alice Holcombe, Val Snyder, David
Dickey, Barbara Mathews.
Above, Upper Library, left to right- Tim Sutherland, Lois Weed.
Learning Resource Center
Above, left to right Jerry Hodson, Barbara Ewbank, Raya Hiron, Wlarcile Drake.
202
Math and Computer Science
Above, left to right: Paul Harms, Bill Ewbank David Newhouser, Dale Wenger,
Music
Above, left to right. Row 1: Judy Haney, Hilda Steyer, Yetive Williams, Al Harrison. Row 2: Fred Shultze,
Richard Parker, John Nordquist, Phil Knoeker
Physical Education






Above, left to right. Row 1: Mary Edna Glover, Diana Jones, Electa Marley, Sue Herbster, Teil Buroker, Lura Fry. Row 2: Dana
Sorenson, Paul Patterson, Sam Sample, George Glass, Dick Gates, Larry Winterholter.
203
Physics
Left to right- Elmer Nussbaum, Robert Wolfe, Stanley Burden, Roger Roth
Political Science
Left to right- Philip Ley, Thomas Hruska.
204
Psychology
Left to nght: Mark Cosgrove, Joe Lund, Charles Nies, Renee Norton, Al Meyer, Bob Haubold
Social Work/ Sociology
Left to right John Wallace, Regina
Hams, Marilyn McQueen, Dan Yutzy,







Last Yearfor SGO, TSO Started
K
;VWM^»/
From left; Doug Crew, Ruth Bardsley, Steve Beers, Robin Hacker, Vice President Judd Beachler Martha Westerman.
206
Student Court
Justices, from left: Dave Calderhead, Tim Himmelwright, Mike Leburg, Kirby Bradley, Brian Rishaw, John McFarland, Cindy Ferguson, Joe









Standing Matt Bolinger, Susan Shank,
Ruth Bardsley Seated President Dave
Roesener
Sophomores Freshmen
Front Brad Davis, Scott Preissler, Mindy Date Back; Mike Kendall, Jon Stocksdale, Carrie Green,
Jim Oqburn.
Front: Betty Sommers, Doug McPhail. Back: Ed
Campbell, Sarah DeVries.
208
General Manager Pam Kareus,
WTUC
Front Row: Monica Sheets, Pam Kareus, Carol Holland, Sue
Chow Second Row; Carl Broman, Mark Nelson, Gary Po-
well, Tim Noreen, Ken Delp Third Row Mark Olson, Dave
Calderhead, Advisor Tim Kirkpatrick Back Row Rod John-
son, Tim Himmelwnght, Brad Koenig.
209
The 1980-1981 Ilium had a few
changes from the year before. After fig-
uring out Why Taylor? the staff moved
to a more Biblical theme. After all this
is a Christian college. It almost feels like
we had to.
The section editors did a very good
job this year. Scoreblocks were added
to the sports section, the faculty and
administration was taken in group
shots, and the seniors section went
through a great change.
The general staff was a mixture of
different friends of the editor or the
section editors. They came up when
they could and did a good job ranging
from the picky to the impossible.
iSiSKS?^
Ilium
Front Row. Roxie Cnpe, Kathy Holliday, Lynette Miller, Jenny Klosterman, Ric Anderson. Standing:
Doug Crew, Wendy Boalt, Robin Hacker, Molly Moody, Craig Bridwell, Martha Palmer, Penny Smith,









Kneeling: Ken Haplan, Doug Walton, Rick Troutman. Middle: John Vitacco, Seth Marlowe, Eric Burklin, Scott Houck, John Steiner, Todd
Schroefer. Back: Mike Dabus, Quentin Nantz, Steve Meeks, Stepan Burklin, Doug Granitz, Brian Walton, Brad Davis, Scott Taylor.
212
Cheerleaders
Front: Kathy Bowman, Susan Richey, Laurie Schoen, Wendy Priebe, Lisa Symmon Back Kevin Her, Reg Metzger Mark Terrell Doug Wal-
ton, Pat Mulligan, Steve Majors.
Underwater Basket Weavers
Back Row Randy Jones, Steve Fowler
Bruce Hosket, Advisor Leon Adkinson
Front Row: Mark McHenney, Terry Breen




Front; Matt Young, Laura McCann
Middle: Janet Lavin, Mark Allan,
Tom McKnight, Back: Bonnie LeCI-
air, Cindy Currier, Linda Clark
Black Cultural Society Morning Star
Back; Terrence Charles, James Freshwater, Jim Hendricks, Walt Campbell. Front; Liz














Sitting: Mark Walker, Clint Holden, Brian McEachern. Standing:




Sitting: Kathy Hubbs, Lynn Livergood, Patti Walker, Sue Jentink, Beth Hunter, Colleen Olson, Ellen Grififin Standing: Dan Norris, Lisa
Eavey, Dave Smith, Seth Marlowe, Phil Heebner, Quentm Nantz, Bill VanTreuren, Brent Bloomster, Frank McPherson Steve Hohulin, Ray




Patty Griswold, Beth Devine, Sue Daily.
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109 N. Main St.
998-7261
UPLAND STANDARD








Complete Repair and Auto Maintainence
24-Hour Wrecker Service
AAA-Motor Club Amoco Motor Club
The Upland Greenhouse
and Florist
109 E. Berry St.
Upland, IN 46989
(317) 998-7142













Marion & Gas City
UPLAND STOP & GO
UNION OIL PRODUCTS, DIESEL FUEL
FRESH DONUTS & COFFEE
GAS uni®n OIL
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

















Dean and Joan Pierson
5:30 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
Saturdays:





117 N. High Street













OMS INTERNATIONAL, INC. congratulates each
1981 graduate of Taylor University. God's perfect
plan for your life includes reaching out to the
world with the love of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
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Upland, Indiana 46989
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Allgood, William 40, 126
Alms, Gary 143, 144
Alshouse Karen 114



















Atkins, Betty Ann 195
Auer, Robert 124
Avery, Michelle 123


































Beers, Steven 40, 68, 126
Beers, Suzanne 119




















































































Brunstetter, Randy 68, 14S
Bryan, Jeffery 137




Burchfield, Mike 28 29, 137


























































Christman, Robert 87, 128
Christy, Brian 191, 195
Chu, Timothy 129














Cockrell, Jo Ellen 150
Coder, Sally 119
Coffey, Brian 150























































Dalton in John 132
Daniels, Douglas 135




Daugherty, Michael 63, 130
Davenport, Robert 19, 53
Davis, Deborah 121
Davis, Diana 151








De Haan, Kirk 68
DeMeritt Frances 123
DePree, Patricia 117
DeSmit, Dorren 61, 72, 116




Demeke, B. Fesum 136
Dempsey, Basil 194
Den Hartigh Nancy Ann 104
Dennis Nancy 123
Devore, Kathleen 105
Devnes, Sarah 26 114
Dewitt, Diedra 123





Dilly Cheryl 123 137
Dilly Viola 192
Dinse Edward 201
Distelrath Arthur 68, 134
Divine Beth 103
Doane, Scott 132
Dobias Dale 49 152





























Duttweiler, Russell 68, 136
Eakley, Ann 136
Eash, Annette 104
Eastman, David 68, 129
Eckert, Ellen 22, 50, 51, 137
Eckley, Susan 106






































































Freshwater, James 86, 87














Gates, Dick 68, 203
Gates, Lynda 105
Gates, Richard 68, 137
Gawronski, Anthony 134
Gearhart, Paul 56, 154
Gentile, Patricia 111




Gerardot, Christopher 68, 136
Gerent, Karen 67, 79, 117














Glover Mary Edna 203
Godfry, Chris 155
Goeglem Chris 87 124
Goldman Linda 155

















Greenberg, Cory Lynn 118
Greene, Carrie 115
Gretillat, Rhonda 201



























Hall. Richard 87 124
Hall, Sid 187
Hall, Tamara 156






















Hartman, Edward Dr, 32











































Hill, Dean 68, 130
Hill Gregory 131
Hill Julia 195
Hill, Rebecca 40, 104
Hill, Timothy 87, 128


































Houck, Scot 87, 129
Houghtaling, Shirley 120
Housaman, Thomas 159
Housch Robert 159, 232
Houston, Bradley 127
Houts, Christopher 128










Huffman Gary 68, 137





















































Jones, Bobbi Jo 137
Jones, Diana 187 203
Jones, Helen 187
Jones, Laura 72, 122
Jones, Lisa 123
Jones, Randall 125
Jones, Phil 38, 201
Jordan, Diana 113
Jones, Helen 187
Jones, Laura 72, 122
Jones Lisa 123
Jones. Randall 125




























Kinzer, Lea 36, 116
Kirkpatrick, Tim 200
Kissinger Daniel 166













Kocsis Sherilyn Jay 109
Koenig Bradley 166
Koons, Kelly 81, 167
Kopecky Jennifer 112
Korfmacher, Ronald 68 69
Krauter, Jody 167









Kumpf, Charlotte 79, 105
La Bold, Lisa 27 114
118 La Buff, Torrey 131
Laibly Dawn 104
Laing, Loren 19


















LeMaster, Suzanne 72, 112












































































Marshall, Larry 68, 163
Marshall, Vivian 108





















































Metzger, Merri Jo 116
Meyer, Al 205





































































Nelson, Stephen A 138





Newton, Rev, Roger 33







Norris, Dan 68, 69, 134
Norris, Michele 116














Ogilvie in, Walt 130




















































































































































Shepard, Lore 79, 105
Shepard, Richard 68
Shepherd, Julia 28, 29, 104
Shepherd, Laura 104
Shepley, Lynda 116






Shipley, David 28, 29, 50, 51
Shockey, Judy 187
Shriver, Janet 117













Smith, Alta 189, 192
Smith, David M 41




Smith, Penny 57, 123
Smith, Randy 194
Smith, Sandra 119
Smith, Thomas 87, 132
Smith, Tommy 129
























































Tibbetts, Colleen 108, 111
Tietze, Joy 113
Tighe, Gary 68
Timmons, Scott 87, 133
Tipton, Tracy 68, 129










Trout, John 87, 128
Troyer, Arlin 132
Tungate, Shelley 187
T U Jazz Ensemble 20
Unangst, Steven 126










Templeton, Shari 72, 73, 138
Tempest, Beth 119



































































Wild, Colleen 79, 107









Wilson, Lou Ann 115
Wilson, Priscilla 105
Wilson, Sandra 138













Wright, Mark 87, 128
Wright, Sue 104
Wuebben, Kimberly 120
Wyatt, Randall 28, 29, 136
Wynalda, James 126

















A true fnend unbosoms freely, advises justly, assists readily, adventures boldly, takes all pa-
tiently, defends courageously, and continues a friend unchangeable.
William Penn
And why is the editor of a yearbook putting a quote like this as his final comments'' The
reason is that my friends helped put this book together. A lot of close friends. The section
editors worked hard, and they allowed me to worry about other parts of the book. Thanks to
all the people on the general staff who could give a little of their time to do things when we
needed them. Some who joined us later were Molly Moody with her stamping and typing, and
Jenny Klosterman with all her work, phone calls to irate hall directors, and her great sense of
humor. Thanks to Ric for a good color section, Tim for all his darkroom work, and Lynette for
keeping me going. Thanks to others for their prayers in a personally rough year. Thanks for
being there. Penny. Thanks to my roommate Doug "Al Haig" Crew who went far beyond emp-
tying garbage cans and stuffing envelopes-he was there to always listen.
Good luck fellow Seniors. Now let's see if we're as well prepared as Taylor keeps telling us
we are. When you get this book, you'll be in your new "world". How do you feeP Is it as bad
as you thought it would be' Maybe looking at these pages will help bring back some of the
security of Taylor. Good bye and thanks to all my friends.
Bobby Housch
P.S. Thanks to Dan Boyd for pulling us out of some jams this year!
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